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This study documented the process of creating,
executing,
based,
which
social

and assessing,

a cost-effective,

school

researcher conducted staff development program
included one African American seventh grade
studies faculty member, one European American

tenth grade faculty member,

and one European American

Chapter I reading teacher, at Roosevelt Junior Senior
High School,
school

year.

Roosevelt, New York, during the 1989-1990
The objective was to obtain more

information about

increasing school

low income school

districts.

effectiveness in

Staff development efforts

were aimed at broadening faculty members'' preparedness
in developing reading instruction strategies used in

the content area of social

studies, which conform more

concisely with urban African American students'
of

range

reading levels in three homogeneously grouped

classes.

The goals of

performance,

(a)

improving students'

(b) attending to individual

providing the tools needed to control

academic

needs, and (c)

learning, are

addressed.
Five col 1aborative1y designed staff development
workshops on developmental
strategies

in the social

members of

the faculty to:

of

reading instruction

studies content area enabled
(a) reevaluate perceptions

teaching reading in the social

studies classroom,

(b) develop the techniques needed to enable students to
independently evaluate the many types of printed
material,

and,

(c) professionally

for teaching the "what"

incorporate a concern

of content, and how the student

may obtain the content.
Informal

and formal

self-concepts,
evaluations,

discussions, realization of

interests, attitudes, completion of

diagnosis and prescription,

and observations,

conferencing,

led the researcher to the

determination that members of

the faculty:

(a)

developed a unified strategy for teaching students how
to read their social
efficiency,

studies texts with fluency and

Cb) col 1aborat1ve1y planned lessons

stressing reading skills without

V 1 X

loss of social

studies

content,

(c) realized that content was naturally

acquired as a result of

improved reading skills,

(d)

regarded the process of reading as a necessary
component

In the curriculum,

door to higher
not as an

level

a skill

thinking, and,

isolated skill

The students In this study:

of comprehension,

(b)

(e) viewed reading

but rather as a means of

enhancing and enriching the social

improved reading skills,

that opens the

studies curriculum.

(a) demonstrated

for example,

increased levels

learned how their textbook was

organized and how to make the best use of all
parts,

(c)

better

idea of their own

and,

increased their vocabulary,

its

Cd) obtained a

interests in social

studies,

<e) acquired techniques to improve study skills

which

Included taking notes and studying for and taking

tests.
Indications of

Increased school

effectiveness

imply that staff development

is practical

school

is evidence of a

districts where there

corroborative Board of Education,
faculty,

low Income

administrative team,

and curriculum and instructional

viii

in

designers.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
As students progress through secondary school,
they

face

the

increasingly difficult problem of

bringing special

reading skills to content subject

matter.

in

Reading

demands upon

the content areas makes different

the application of skills when used

reading a newspaper,

or magazine.

in

The reading skills

learned

in elementary grades offer no guarantee of

equally

successful

or any

other

skills

field.

in history,

For example,

science,

the meaning of

advanced and specialized vocabulary used
areas are prejudiced by
whereas,

in content

the particular area of study,

the same words take on a general

or colloquial

sense when used

in newspapers and magazines.

use

skills already

fundamental

acquire

new and special

The nature of

learned and

years of

experience.

the

introduced

in

the

the student's elementary school
As Herber

teachers should not

knowledge of

(1970) points out,

assume

c1 asses equipped with
ideas,

in addition

content materials

and amplification of

specialized reading skills that were
last

Students

skills.

secondary school

demands reinforcement

English,

secondaty

that students come

to their

those skills (reading fot

advanced and specialized

main

2

vocabulary,

utilization of contextual

proficiency

in structural

rate and technique
and critical

analysis,

clues to meaning,

ability

to purpose and skill

reading).

to adjust

in analytical

Attention must be paid to the

special

reading abilities required

in content areas and

reading

instruction must become an

inegral

teaching program.
skills,

for

expansion,
to teach

Failure

example,
and

to teach

the

the necessary

reading comprehension,

integration of

part of

study skills,

vocabulary
is failure

the content objectives (Olson and Ames,

1972).

The Problem
Background
Since
Department

1977,
of

the Board of Regents and the Education

the State of New York have placed a

strong emphasis on raising standards and expectations
for student performance
schools.

in elementary and secondary

The revised Part

100 of

Regulations were approved by
November,
Plan.

1984,

The Plan

the Commissioner's

the Board of Regents,

in order to effect

the Regents Action

incorporated the experience and

judgment of many people throughout New York State to
develop new criteria

in anticipation of

requirements,

and obligations for all

Yorkers.

It

needs,

New

focuses on minimum standards to which

children should accomplish
lifetime

future

in

their 21st Century

(New York State Board of Regents Action Plan).

3

Secondary
inadequate

level

in evolution and implementation to reflect

developmental

abilities and needs of students in grades

seven through twelve.
insufficient
for them.

courses of study have been

Also,

they have proven

to realize the expectations society has

Factual materials, skills,

underlying these courses have
a skeleton of what
adolescent

lagged,

and ideas
and provide only

is assessed to be vital

to develop control

of

for an

their adult

lives.

Purpose
The purpose of the study was to develop,
strategies and techniques which facilitated
pre-examination of teaching reading in social
classrooms.

studies

Skills and processes which students needed

to perform well within the discipline of social
were

identified,

studies

the abilities of students to use these

identified skills and processes were evaluated, and the
development of Faculty members'' competence to construct
reading exercises employing content materials was
proposed.
that social

It was important to acknowledge the changes
studies curricula had undergone

in the past

decade and to reflect on how these changes were
accommodated by reading exercises.

Significance of the Problem
The significance of the problem is that students
need education to evolve opinions and function as

4

citizens exercising their right to Influence the future
of society.

To do this they must process information,

and, major sources of
reading.

information are gleaned through

Predicated on assisting all

become better
cognizance

students to

individuals and citizens,

intensified

in the value of reading Is admirable.

As

varied are our students so also are their abilities and
needs.
Increased coordination between the Roosevelt
Junior Senior High School
the Social

Chapter I Reading Program and

Studies Department was required as supported

by the following data:
a)

The results of

the California Achievement Test

in reading for grade 7 in years 1988 and 1989
evidenced 22 and 21 percent of the students on

b)

or above grade

level, respectively;

The

the California Achievement Test

in

results of

reading for grade 8

evidenced 20
or
c)

and 19 percent of

above grade

The results of

For
provided

the past
in

1989,

the California Achievement Test
10

evidenced 27 percent of
level

the students on

1 eve 1 ,respective1y;

in reading for grade

grade

in years 1988 and 1989

in yeas 1988 and 1989
the students on or above

for both years;
several

the Chapter

I

years,

instruction has been

Reading Program for

the

5

California Achievement Test
compensatory educational

in Reading.

effort

The

largest

in the United States is

the federally funded Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Educational
Chapter

I

of

Act of

the Educational

Improvement Act of
the 1982 fiscal

1981

year,

1965 <ESEA) now revised as
Consolidation and

(ECIA) (Allington,

the federal

1986).

In

government allocated

almost $3 billion of Title I funds to about 13,000
school

districts (Stonehill & Groves,

1983).

funding was allocated to provide financial
to local

This

assistance

education agencies serving areas with high

concentrations of children from low income families to
expand and improve their educational
Jung,

1980).

High School

programs (Kirst &

Students at the Roosevelt Junior Senior
are serviced in accordance with the

parameters of

the Chapter I guidelines which state the

priorities as follows:
a)

students who do not obtain the New York State
Reference Point on the Regents Competency Test
in reading

b)

students who do not obtain the New York State
Reference Point on the Regents Competency Test
in writing

c)

students who do not obaln the New York State
Reference Point on the Preliminary Competency
Test

in reading

6

d>

students who do not obtain the New York State
Reference Point on the Preliminary Competency
Test

e>

in writing

students who score at or below the 23% on the
California Achievement Test

In reading

There was a need to continue the practice

of reading

skills review and Increasingly include social

studies

content area reading skills.

Settina
Communitv
The project

took place at the Roosevelt Junior

Senior High School ,

located in Roosevelt, New York.

The village of Roosevelt, with a population 14,109, was
a one square mile community
section of Nassau County,
villages of

1 ocated in the southwestern

Long Island, between the

Freeport and Hempstead, and approximately

thirty miles from midtown New York City.

It

is located

in the Town of Hempstead, County of Nassau, and was
dependent upon the County for health, hospital, social
services,
All

sanitation,

and public protection.

public schools in Roosevelt were accredited by

the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools.
In

1988 3,082 pupils were served by six schools: one

pre-kindergarten center,

a K-3 grade primary center,

three K-6 grade elementary schools, and, a seventh

7

through twelfth grade junior senior high school.
Within the school
parochial

district boundary existed one

elementary school

serving about 250 students,

and one private school which enrolled eighty students.
Almost 400 resident students attended non-public
schools located outside the district.
During the twenty year period between 1960 and
1980, Roosevelts racial
Whites,

in both the Vi11 age and schoo1 popu1 at 1ons,

shifted significantly.
Census

percentage of Blacks and

In 1960,

the United States

listed 2,241 Black residents and 8,000 White

residents.

In

1980 the Black residents grew to 12,516

while the White residents dropped to 1,259.

From 1966

to 1984 the number of Black students enrolled in the
district

increased from 1,595 to 3,054.

The White

students enrolled in the district decreased from 1,872
to only twelve.
Roosevelt had a

During the two year period,
large

1987-1988,

increase in the number of other

ethnic students, mainly from South American countries.
While both the population of the Village and
number of pupils enrolled had decreased very slightly
during the period 1983-1988,
the annual

school

(less than one percent)

budget had Increased in the same

period from $12,072,968 to $19,362,909 (60%).
of

this rather

large annual

the poorest school

In spite

expenditure, Roosevelt was

district among the fifty-six

in

Nassau County

In total wealth and Income per pupil.

Nevertheless, Roosevelt's voters have approved each
annual budget from the 1977-1978 school

year until

1989.
Officials in the Town of Hempstead, Nassau County,
and New York State, have
community

indicated that the Roosevelt

is a microcosm of problems evident

urban cities.

in

large

Yet, unlike the cities, Roosevelt does

not have the business or

industrial

base necessary to

help finance public education.
Roosevelt Junior Senior High School
Roosevelt Junior Senior High School was a
comprehensive junior senior high school
students.
courses

of

1,229

The curriculum offered a wide variety of

in fourteen different subject areas including a

broad spectrum of disciplines from general

courses to

advanced placement classes in science, social
and pre-engineering.

studies,

In the five years preceding this

study over sixty-five percent of the graduating seniors
had gone on to po3t-secondary education.
At
of

the time of

the study there were nine members

the administrative team: a principal,

principals,

a dean of students,

two assistant

four

administrator/supervisors, and two acting coordinators.
The

larger staff

Included 122 members on the faculty,

9
thirteen clerks and/or secretaries,
and,

twelve custodians,

thirteen cafeteria personnel.
According to the Superintendent's Comprehensive

Assessment Report to the Roosevelt Board of Education
and Public (1989),
1,229 students.

the Junior Senior High consisted of

Of the total

number of students:

fourteen students were American Indian, Alaskan, Asian
or Pacific

Islander;

1,161 students were Black (non

Hispanic);

forty-six students were Hispanic; eight

students were White (non-Hispanic).

Included in that

figure were thirty students who were of

limited English

proficiency .

Scope and Limitations

general i zat.ion Limitations
The scope of

this study was limited.

It was

designed only to improve the teaching of reading skills
in the social

studies content area at the Roosevelt

Junior Senior High School.

The ability to generalize

these findings is not valid.

The student population

in

this project was small, approximately eighty-one from
grades seven,

eight,

and ten.

The volunteer faculty

involvement was also small, only three members and one
administrator/supervisor.

The outcomes were also

10

limited as they reflected only two areas of the social
studies curriculum:

the United States and New York

State History (Seventh Grade), and Global Studies II
(Tenth Grade).

Design Problems
Some problems of methodology which may have
affected the results of the study were:
1.

The Hawthorne effect—study results may be
affected when a subject/s awareness of the
experimental

situation is de1iberate 1y

manipulated so that the subjects become aware
of the experimental

hypothesis and actively

seek to confirm it (Schneiderman,
2.

1976)

Cancellation of scheduled class periods due to
school-wide activities

3.

Evidence of

low staff morale

4.

Lack of common planning periods

5.

Faculty members unprepared for class

6.

Students unprepared for class

7.

Apathy on the part of faculty members

8.

Apathy on the part of the students

9.

Frustration on the part of faculty members
and students from environmental
example,

alcohol

sources,

and drugs

10. Faculty members uneasiness with their
perceived skill

deficiencies

for

11

11.

Changes to the original

plan caused by new

data obtained during the program
12.

Teacher assumption that students have learned
to read in elementary school

13.

Students have

inadequate backgrounds and

experience to cope effectively with the
important

information

in content area textbooks

and supplementary materials
14.

The premise that remedial
provide those

Individual

reading classes will
students having skill

deficiencies with the necessary reading skills
for success in subject-matter reading
15.

Faculty members lack of training

Experimenter Bias
Careful
potential

forethought was taken to remove the

of experimenter bias by the use of the

following approaches:
1.

The ongoing discussion of

intent and methodology

2.

The voluntary status of all

3.

The ongoing evaluation of

participants

the study to permit

re-design as it progressed
This researcher's role,

former classroom teacher

for fifteen years and recently appointed
Administrator/Supervisor of
High School's Reading,

the Roosevelt Junior Senior

Social

Studies, and English as a

12

Second Language Departments, brought advantages and
disadvantages which may have altered the outcomes of
the study.
The following were possible advantages:
1.

The researcher was recently In the classroom a
number of years and in touch with the new
generation of students

2.

The researcher had assisted In preparation of
District Alignment Guides for social

studies

curricu1 urn
3.

Researcher had familiarity with the reading

skills needed by students to demonstrate mastery
on New York State mandated Regents Competency
Test
4.

In Reading
Researcher had accessibility to faculty

members'
5.

and students'

records

Researcher had the ability to re-arrange

teacher's schedules to permit holding of
workshops
6.

Researcher had the flexibility of schedule to

provide assistance during scheduled class
per 1ods
The following were possible disadvantages:
1.

The faculty members may have wanted to find

approval

in the view of

the researcher

supervisor) and volunteer.

(their

13

2.

The only data that may be forwarded to the

researcher was that which the faculty member
felt would support the purpose of
3.

the study.

The faculty members may have thought "they" were

unsuccessful

if

the outcomes of the study did

not support the purpose.
4.

Students may have believed punitive action might

have been taken against them if they did not
volunteer for the study.

Research Question

A focal

point of

this study was the assessment of

the development and implementation of staff development
workshops to help members of the Social
Department direct

Studies

their attention to the special

reading abilities required in content areas.
Predicated upon a review of

literature, specific

propositions were derived to provide a foundation for
organized problem solving.

Beneficial, cost effective

staff development depended on voluntary participation
by faculty members who believed collaboration would
benefit

the targeted population.
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Therefore,
1.

the research questions set forth were:

How can students Improve fundamental
skills,

and,

in addition,

skills while

reading

learn new reading

increasing their knowledge of

content areas?
2.

What role does staff collaboration effect

in

devising new techniques to improve reading?
3.

How will

the application of techniques to

improve reading ski 1 Is be taught

in classes of

various abi1ities?
4.

What training is needed to improve content area
teachers'

5.

How will

reading instructional

skills?

the Staff Development workshops

encourage a higher

level

of teacher expectations

with respect to content area reading results?

Out 1ine of Chapters

Chapter

I

the purpose of

includes the statement of the problem,
the study,

a description of the

community and school, scope and limitations, and,
research questions.
Chapter
reading,
social

II

reviews current

literature relating to

reading comprehension skills, reading social

content,

deve1opment.

teacher effectiveness and, staff

Chapter

III

reports the procedures for conducting

the study.
Chapter

IV reports and analyzes the data resulting

from the study.
Chapter V offers conclusions and implications for
future study.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introductinn
The study

intended to create, execute, and assess

a staff development program to increase the
developmental
social

reading instruction strategies in the

studies content area at Roosevelt Junior Senior

High School.

Five propositions were devised to

approach the teaching of reading.

First,

to

incorporate reading in the content areas as a component
of the Chapter

I

reading Program.

Second,

to make all

faculty members responsible for helping students read
in the content areas.
teaching content
Fourth,

Third,

to change the focus from

to reading and understanding content.

to emphasize the commonality of skills in all

content areas and identify specific application to each
content area.

Fifth,

to col 1aborative1y devise a staff

development undertaking to promote increased student
achievement as assessed by New York State mandated
exams. The propositions influenced the creation and
execution of
the review of

the study and provided the framework for
literature which centered on reading,

reading comprehension skills, reading social
content,

studies

teacher effectiveness, and staff development.
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Beading

What
language,

is reading?
It

thinking.

Reading is understanding written

is a complex mental

Reading comprehension

interpretation,

process,

It

Is

is the reconstruction,

and evaluation of what the author of

written content means by using knowledge gained from
life experience (Page and Pinnell,

1979).

Reading is

the bringing to (backgrounds, experiences, and
emotions) and the getting of meaning from the printed
word.

(Rubin,

1983).

Reading is not a single skill, rather,
composite of skills and abilities.
is greater than the sum of

it

is a

The reading process

its individual

parts.

The

various skills and abilities that comprise the reading
process occur almost simultaneously.
readers function

it

As competent

is thus impossible to observe

discrete reading skills and abilities.

However, a

number of writers have attempted to identify the
various elements of
theoretical
Burns,

the reading process by developing

constructs of reading (Roe, Stoodt, and

1983).

One model was developed by William S. Gray and
later modified by Helen M. Robinson (Robinson,
The model

1966).

incorporates five major components of

reading: perception, comprehension, reaction,

fusion
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(assimilation) and rate.
equally

Each of these components Is

important to our understanding of the reading

process.
Perception refers to the reader's ability to
Identify a word and to associate meaning with the
printed symbol.

*

Word perception skills include memory

(sight words), context analysis, phonic analysis,
structural

analysis,

and dictionary usage.

Comprehension concerns the reader's understanding of
ideas stated by the author.
literal

and implied ideas is important

comprehension.

Literal

implied unstated.
lines"

Understanding of both
in

ideas are directly stated,

The reader must read "between the

to discover the significance of what the author

means to say.

For example,

the author may have written

sarcastically or metaphorically.

To understand the

true message of the author the reader must recognize
the author's purpose,
conclusions.
model

I

level

The reader asks,

and

reading or evaluation of

"What do I

apply this knowledge?"

think?,"

or,

"How

To achieve this deeper

of understanding a reader must read beyond the

literal.
of

generalizations,

The reaction aspect of the Gray-Robinson

is directed to critical

content.
can

assumptions,

Assimilation concerns a reader's association

ideas acquired from reading and understanding with

previously acquired information that has been stored in

memory.

Rate refers to the adjustment of reading speed

to the type of content,

the reader's purpose, and,

the

reader's familiarity with the content.
The Psycholinguistic model

of reading is based on

the work of Kenneth Goodman and Frank Smith, who. *
explain reading as a Psycholinguist1c process based on
the relationship of

language,

1 eai ning process (Goodman,

thought, and,

1976 and Smith,

According to the psycho 11ngu1st1c model
move across the

the
1978)

a reader's eyes

line of print picking up minimal

that enable the reader to anticipate words,
sentences.

The reader's knowledge of

ideas, and

language and

understanding of content help in this process,
example,

cues

for

the reader would predict a verb in the

sentence,

Susan

the tennis bal1."

is anticipated Incorrectly,
goes awry.

When a word

the reader's understanding

This indicates that the reader needs to

regress to pick up additional
identification.

cues for word

Psycholinguistics are concerned with

the processing of units of meaning as a basis for
identifying words rather than with the one to one
decoding of phonemes.
Goodman (1976) uses the term miscues to describe
reading errors, which, he believes occur because of a
mismatch between the reader's language and book
language.

This mismatch

leads to a breakdown

in the
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reader's anticipation system.

However, mlscues that do

not change the meaning of content should not be
considered errors.

The following is an example of

reader mlscues that have been

inserted in a sentence;

John's father (dad) handed him the automobile (car)'
keys.

These mlscues probably occurred because the

reader uses "dad"

and "car"

In oral

language,

thus

creating the expectation that these words would occur
In this sentence.
did not result

However,

these particular mlscues

in a meaning change.

Psycholinguistics has contributed the following
ideas to our understanding of the reading process:
1.

Reading ability

is based on

2.

Reading is not a precise process

3.

Reading is a meaning centered process.
anticipate meaning,
portions of print,
experience.
important

language competence

To

efficient readers utilize
their own

language, and,

Thus, overall understanding is more

than word by word accuracy and

decodlng
4.

Context
reading.

is an extremely

Context helps the reader

the meaning of
Both

important factor

psycho 1inguistic model
the reading process,

identify

individual words (Goodman,

the Gray-Robinson model
assist

but,

in

1976)

and the

in our understanding of

any single model

or
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theoretical

construct falls short of explaining the

entire process.
partial

Many of the existing models are

explanations that are concerned with specific

aspects (such as

psycholinguistics) or

beginning reading).

Because

levels (such as

individual

students learn

to read in different ways It appears very unlikely that
a single explanation of the reading process can be
devised that will

encompass all

differences that exist
(Roe, Stoodt,

of the Individual

in people and written

and Burns,

language

1983).

Reading Comprehension Skills

Despite continuing disagreement about the precise
nature of
general

the reading process there are some points of

agreement among reading authorities.

is that reading comprehension
reading instruction.

is the real

One point

purpose of

In fact, reading comprehension

and reading frequently are considered synonymous
because reading usually means comprehending written
language.

When understanding breaks down, reading

actually has not occurred (Page,
goal

1980).

of secondary reading instruction

reading maturity.
written content)
maturity.

The ultimate

is developing

Reading comprehension (understanding
is the key

Students cannot

ingredient

in this reading

learn unless they can

comprehend reading material,

and,

they cannot remember
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what they have read unless they have understood It.
Content area reading Is the application of
comprehension skills to content reading materials <Roe.
Stoodt,

and Burns,

1983).

Comprehension
Lamb,

1986).

Is similar to thinking (Lamberg and

Comprehension is considered to be a

cognitive process;

that

understanding (Bloom,

Is, a process of knowing and

1956).

Sanders (1966) and

Burmelster (1978) believe that the different

levels of

comprehension correspond to levels of cognition.
Comprehension can be simply defined as thinking In
response to text,
(Perfetti,

or,

thinking constrained by print

1977).

Comprehension

is a construct,

it cannot be

directly observed or directly measured.
behavior of

the person,

is "understanding"
secondary students'
order to

It can be

(Rubin,

1983).

From the overt

Inferred,

that there

Davis (1972) studied

reading comprehension skills in

identify the specific skills that comprise the

reading comprehension process.

He

isolated the

following skills:
1.

Knowledge of word meanlngs--uslng context to
find the appropriate word meaning, and,
understanding figurative

language

2.

Reasoning in reading—the ability to think at
different

levels of reasoning regardlng wr1tten

content
3.

Concentration on

literal

sense meaning—the

ability to answer questions concerned with

‘

information directly stated in a selection
4.

Following the structure of a passage—the
ability to follow the structure of a passage,
including identifying the main

5.

idea

Recognizing the mood and literary techniques
of a writer
Smith and Barrett (1979), provide another view of

reading comprehension skills.

It

includes the

following levels and skills:
1.

Literal

recognition or recal1 —recognizlng

and recalling explicitly stated ideas and
information.

It

includes recalling or

recognizing details, main

ideas, sequence,

comparison, cause and effect, and, character
traits
2.

Inference—that the reader not only
synthesizes previous knowledge with his or
her

literal

comprehension of the content, but,

also uses thinking skills to hypothesize ideas
that have not been stated in the content.
type of comprehension

Involves Inferring

This
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details, main ideas, sequence, comparison, cause
and effect, character traits, outcomes, and.
figurative
3.

language

Evaluation

requires that readers make judgments

about reading content by comparing it with
criteria developed through experience,
knowledge,
persons.

reference materials, and, resource
Readers are required to judge reality

and fantasy,
validity,
4.

fact and opinion, adequacy and

appropriateness, and, worth of content

Appreciation—concerned with the reader's
emotional

reaction to various elements of

content
Reading comprehension skills as defined by many
authors and researchers Include specific skills that
are applied at the
and appreciation
The

instructional

literal,

inferential, evaluative,

levels (Singer and Ruddell,

1976).

components are the general

comprehension skills and techniques which will

help

students understand content reading materials.

The

components of comprehension

instruction are:

1.

Active reading

2.

Schemata--content and textual

3.

Prediction

4.

Levels of reasoning (Roe,
1983)

Stoodt,

and Burns,
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Active readers are motivated.

They read with

interest because they have a desire for knowledge that
sustains as they read and search for

information.

Active readers comprehend better than
Problem solving,

inactive readers.

strategies, controversial

issues,' and

prereading questions help students to read actively
(Waterhouse,

Fischer,

and Ryan,

1980).

Schemata (abstractions of reality), vary from
individual
student

to individual

(Tuinman,

is familiar with a topic,

motivated to read related content.

1980).

When a

they are usually more
Schemata is used to

cluster the memory representations of experience and
knowledge about a certain topic (Pearson and Johnson,
1978).
Content schemata help a reader make sense of
written content by providing a context or frame of
reference.

Content schemata help us anticipate an

author's ideas and provides a cognitive framework for
relating what we know to what we read.

By using

t

content schemata,
remember content

readers can organize, understand, and
(Roe, Stoodt, and Burns,

1983).

To aid comprehension, teachers should assist
students to develop schemata for content topics.
Strategies to develop schemata for content reading are
used prior to reading to increase knowledge and to make
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students aware of the relationship between their own
knowledge and the text (Roe. Stoodt. and Burns,
Textual
knowledge of
content.

1983).

schemata are composed of a reader's
the structural characteristics of written

Textual

schemata provide the general outline

for material when we read (Bowman,

1981).

Readers use

their knowledge of a particular form of writing to
predict,

follow,

and organize the materials they read.

Oakan, Wiener, and Cromer (1971) stated that
organization of content

is an important component of

reading comprehension.

A content area teacher can help

students understand reading material

by teaching them

to perceive text organization and the thought
relationships reflected in the organization of various
types of

texts (Roe, Stoodt, and Burns,

1983).

Prediction helps students look for the author's
meaning;

it also helps them concentrate on important

ideas and eliminate unrelated ones.

A reader's prior

knowledge (schemata) makes it possible to form
hypotheses (predictions) regarding the author's
message.

Strategies for teaching prediction should

raise students expectations for reading content and
should help students create a mind set for following
the author's presentation of

ideas and information.
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Advance organizers and purposing questions can be used
as techniques to aid students using prediction for
comprehension (Roe,

Stoodt, and Burns,

Reading comprehension

is comprised of thinking

about what one has read (Rubin,
role of

the teacher

1983).

1983).

Therefore,-a

is to motivate students'

thinking,

encouraging the development of thinking skills by the
use of

the technique of questioning.

developing thinking,

An outline for

(levels of reasoning) can be

constructed using the following four categories!
literal.

Interpretive,

creative (Roe,
The

evaluative (critical), and

Stoodt,

literal

and Burns,

level

1983).

of reasoning Involves ideas

that are directly stated in the content.
literal

level

thinking include:

recalling stated main
details;

recognizing and

recognizing and recalling

recognizing and recalling sequence;

directions;

following

recognizing stated cause and effect; and

paraphrasing content.
comprehension
other

ideas;

Main types of

The literal

Is the basic level,

level

of

the one on which the

levels of understanding depend (Roe, Stoodt, and

Burns,

1983).

Interpretive (inferential) thinking Involves
relating facts, generalizations, definitions, values,
and skills (Sanders,

1966).

Readers learn to interpret

implicit meanings from context.

A low-level

interpretation Involves Inferences,

those by which the

reader recognizes the unstated relationship between
sentence clauses or between sentences In a paragraph.
Higher-level

Interpretations Include Identifying

unstated Ideas.
in the work,

Imp 1 led mot 1 vat Ion of people presented

the author's purpose, the author's

attitude toward the subject, and the mood of the text
(Lamberg and Lamb,

1980).

Evaluative or critical
thinking,
quality,

reading,

the third level

of

forces the reader to make Judgments about the
value,

and validity of the content being read.

To make judgments,

the reader compares content with

criteria derived from experience, research,
and experts in the field.

Critical

teachers,

readers need to

recognize the author's purpose and point of view as
well

as be able to distinguish fact from opinion (Roe,

Stoodt,

and Burns 1983).

Creative reading is the effort to go beyond the
information read to find new ways of viewing ideas,
incidents,

or characters that may stimulate novel

thinking and production.

Creative thinking occurs

after the reader has read and understood a selection
and requires understanding at the
interpretive,
Burns,

1983).

and critical

literal,

levels (Roe, Stoodt, and
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Reading facial studio content
Social
concepts,

studies content

facts,

Reading Is an
of content.
will

and generalization (Fraenkel,

1973).

Intrinsic part of the classroom teaching
A cursory review of content curriculum

show the Importance of teaching students how to

obtain
All

Is written to teach

information along with teaching subject matter.

subject matter

learning depends In large measure on

the student's competence
subject.

in the

language of the

They must understand the vocabulary and

syntax used in each subject and be able to use
skills to aid their own
information.

Competence

language

internalization of the
in the

language of the subject

requires the use of various aspects of the language
arts as they apply—reading, writing, speaking, and
listening—a knowledge of, and,
linguistic structure of

familiarity with the

language (Shepherd,

The demands students encounter

in all

1978).
content

areas can be placed within the following four
categories:
a) Technical

vocabulary

b) Types of writing
c) Textbook reading
d) Studies skills (Lamberg and Lamb,

1980)
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Content area teachers'

Instructional strategies In

assisting students to meet these demands, form a
springboard for content area reading.
Technical

vocabulary are the words encountered

when students read textbooks which are unfamiliar.
These words can be categorized as either general or
technical.

Technical

vocabulary according to Dinner

and Olson (1977), consists of words and usages of words
peculiar to content areas.

New words and meanings may

be encountered by students In unfamiliar types of
writing.
Students need to become familiar with different
types of writing and require

instruction in the

characteristics of certain types of writing (Lamberg
and Lamb,
(1970),

1980).

suggest

instructing students in four patterns

of organization:
relationships,

Diliner and Olson (1977) and Herber

chronological

enumeration,

order, cause/effect

and comparison/contrast.

The textbook remains the main tool
in

the content areas (Aukerman 1972).

help

of

instruction

Students need

in recognizing and understanding authors'

organizational

patterns of

textbooks.

Students also

need to be aware of and to practice using textbooks
aids.

These are sections provided to make textbooks'

readable and include:
chapter

Introductions,

tables of contents,

indices,

summaries, subheadings.
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italicized words, pronunciations keys, glossaries,
definitions within the text, application exercises, and
Visual

aids CAukerman 1972).

Generally speaking,

students read for the purpose of acquisition and
comprehension of the content.

Practically speaking,

students read to prepare for other academic
performances:
solving,
from
It

test taking, paper writing,

lectures,

and note taking

films, and other media (Cohen,

1973).

is through these performances that students apply

what
of

participation in discussions, problem

they have read and gain even greater understanding

the content.

It

is also through these performances

that students are evaluated.
require proficiency

These performances

in study skills.

Many students who have no difficulties reading or
understanding content are unsuccessful

because they

lack strategies for studying for tests or organizing
notes taken from reading and/or content area lessons.
Study skills can help students who have difficulties
either

in understanding content or in reading.

Students with and without reading problems may also
have difficulty
their time.

in the daily situations of managing

Se1f-management or work-study strategies

can be taught as study skills (Cohen,

1973).

Any content area teacher can list a number of
reasons for

learning the subject they teach.

Reasons
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that may be given will
subject

range from a statement that the

is required by a state or district curriculum,

to a statement that notes the value of expanding the
student's background of knowledge about their heritage.
Whatever the reasons, most content teachers are
convinced about the pertinence of their subject
(Shepherd,

1978).

The goals of education can be related to the
teaching of content and specifically to the teaching
of reading in the content areas.
1.

To help students acquire a better understanding
of

2.

Educators must aim:

the various facets of the society around them

To provide the background knowledge about the
history of peoples,

the arts,

ideas,

discoveries and inventions which affect our
ways of
3.

living

To develop

insights,

evaluation of
4.

into, and, critical

the concerns and issues of society

To strive toward an understanding of the
interdependence of science, nature,
society,

5.

and the

individual

To enable the student to acquire basic knowledge
which will

6.

technology,

lead to vocational

skills

To develop the capacity of students to adapt to
the change and growth in
institutions

information and

7.

To help students In thel
of

8.

r use and understanding

the techniques of communication

To strive with students to develop critical
independent thought,
and,

their personnel

values,

a concern for the responsibilities of

*

others as necessary prerequisites for
intelligent democratic

living (Shepherd,

These outcomes are Intangibles.

1978).

They Involve the

formulation of attitudes and the nature of the
individual's perception of themselves and of society.
There

is no direct road to these outcomes and our

teaching cannot guarantee them.

Teachers can, however,

work toward them as the student becomes proficient

in

specific skills and can apply them in different
situations (Shepherd,
Social

1978).

studies classes are concerned with the

study of human behavior.

The area of social

studies

encompasses many academic disciplines (Ehman,
Mehlinger,

and Patrick,

1974).

Fraenkel

(1973)

includes the following subjects under the social
studies discipline:

history,

economics,

science, psychology and sociology.

Social

studies Is at the core of the secondary school

curriculum.
social

political

anthropology, geography,

One of the reasons students need to read

studies content

is so they can become effective

citizens of a democracy.

To read social

studies
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content effectively students must develop reeding
skills that will

enab1e them to:

1.

Understand the Ideas and viewpoints of others

2.

Acquire and retain a body of relevant concepts
and information

3.

Think critically and creatively,

thus

developing attitudes, values and the ability
to make decisions (Roe, Stoodt, and Burns,
1983)
The recently published social
guidelines by the National
Studies (Mahony,
elements:

1978)

knowledge,

Council

studies curriculum
for the Social

looked at four

interrelated

abilities, valuing, and social

participation — through which teachers can work toward
the goal
rational,

of preparing young people to be humane,
participating citizens in a world that

becoming increasingly

Interdependent.

these elements is necessary.
reservoir of data,

A brief

Knowledge,

is

look at

refers to the

ideas, concepts, generalizations,

and theories, which

in combination with thinking,

valuing,

participation can be used by the

and social

student to function rationally and humanely.
Abilities,
achieved.

are the means by which objectives are

The abilities that students need are

intellectual, data processing, and human relations
competencies.

Valuing,

refers to helping students

learn about different value systems to prevent an
ethnocentric view of

the worid.

Valuing does not mean

indoctrination but rather enlightenment.
Participation,

Social

refers to the application of knowledge,

thinking, and commitment

in the social arena-at the

level;
Ih,
T
adults

Statp' natlonalinternational
;
Pl\09rams ou9ht to develop young
who identify and analyze both local
and global problems and who participate
actively in developing alternatives and
solutions for them.
These four elements are all
form a powerful
foundation,

connection

in which knowledge is the

abilities are the means by which we obtain

and use knowledge,
around us,

interdependent and

valuing is the way we view the world

and social

interaction

is the way we

Interact with that world (Narang,

Teacher
Since 1970,
in the study of

1976).

Effectiveness

considerable advances have been made

teacher effectiveness,

the process

(instruction)—product (effect on student's learning)
paradigm,

and teacher's intentions,

and decision making strategies.
significant findings in past

goals, judgments,

Because of the lack of

inquiries,

researchers

began to reevaluate these efforts in effective teaching
research (Rupley, Wise,

and Logan,

1986).

Shu 1 man (1970) suggested that past research In
teacher effectiveness often appeared unsuccessful and
felt the future should Include a change In training
educational

researchers, as well

as modif1 cat 1 on to

create the necessary conditions for research.
advance was an Increased interest
to study teaching in actual

One '

in using observation

classroom settings.

Researchers began to focus more on the process of
instruction and Its effect on students'

learning.

Duffy <1981) described process-product research:
Process product studies employ observation
tools which trained observers use when
visiting classrooms to record how often a
particular phenomenon noted on the
observation form occurs in actual practices.
The combined observations are analyzed,
with the individual teacher as the unit of
analysis, to determine the correlation
between particularly coded items and
achievement tests and/or by less formal
attitude measures.
Influenced by the
behavioristic tradition the focus has been
the overt acts of teachers and the relation
between the frequency of these acts and
various measurable outcomes.
The process-product paradigm marked an advancement
in the study of teaching.

Although this approach was

criticized for reasons such as weakness in reliability
and validity of observation

instruments and in design

and analysis associated with correlational

studies,
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severa,

clusters of effective teaching strategies did

begin to emerge during the 1970s.
progress was that

A reason for this

Investigators were evaluating the use

of a process-product research methodology (Rupley,
Wise,

and Logan,
McNeil

1986).

and Popham (1973) studied the assessment of

teacher competence.

McNeil and Popham (1973) set

forth:
The single most important deficiency in
research on teacher effectiveness is the
failure to use outcome measures of a
teacher's personal attributes, such as his
personality or education, his background, or
the measures of instructional processes such
as his instructional strategies or his verbal
behavior in the classroom.
When one considers
the idiosyncratic backgrounds of teachers,
and pupiIs, the great range of typical
instructional objectives, and the immense
variation in the environments where teaching
occurs, it is uniikely that any processes or
personal attributes on the part of teachers
will invariably produce pupil growth.
According to McNeil

and Popham (1973), one problem

associated with past research

in teacher effectiveness

has been that researchers studied teacher behaviors and
assumed that
McNeil

these were related to student growth.

and Popham C1973) suggested that researchers

should use specific direct observation systems designed
to obtain accurate accounts of what takes place
classroom.

in the

They believed that these instruments are

legitimate tools for the assessment of classroom
behavior and should have

implications for

improving

instruction.

They also telt that contract plans and

performance tests are promising tools for gathering
Information about teacher effectiveness and that
research on these tools was needed.
Rosenshine and Furst 0973) published a study'on
the use of direct observation to study teaching.

The

purpose was to introduce the varied Instruments
available for classroom observations! encourage
researchers to develop procedures for describing
teaching In a quantitative manner; encourage
correlational

studies in which the descriptive

variables are related to measures of student growth;
and encourage experimental

studies in which the

significant variables obtained in the correlational
studies are tested in a more controlled situation.
Four types of uses for observational
examined and described at great
current classroom practice,
instructional

systems,

systems were

length to: describe

train teachers, monitor

and investigate relationships

between classroom activities and student growth.
Rosenshine and Furst

C1973) were concerned over the

lack of experimentation

in which these

instruments were

used to the advantage for which they were designed.
The tools were there,
accomplish the job.

but tools alone could not
The

implementation of these tools

in research was the next step.
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An entire book on the study of teaching was
published by Dunkin and Biddle (1974) believing that
Progress had been made
study of

In the past twenty years in the

teacher effectiveness.

Whereas early research

focused primarily on the study of teacher qualities or
training,
teaching.

the focus had shifted to the processes of
Teachers and students in

Interaction were

the focus of research at the time of their study.
The process-product paradigm of the late 1970s
changed the direction of research.
effectiveness

Teacher

is now perceived as a concept that Duffy

(1981) describes as reciprocal

interactions be tween

teacher and context, with effectiveness being a
multifaceted function of this interaction.
Shu 1 man ( 1980) supports this conclusion stating
that the teacher's multiple role of
curriculum planner,

instructor,

organizational member and tutor

needs to be recognized.

Teachers need to work

effectively within each grade level while negotiating
across grade
concept of

levels.

Shulman (1980) believes that the

teacher effectiveness differs depending upon

how researchers define and assess effectiveness.
Lanier

(1982) reports that contemporary teacher

training programs emphasize practical
Emphasis on practical

know how.

technique conveys to teachers

that someone "higher up"

in the system usually makes

important decisions.

In addition. Lanier <1982) notes

that teachers receive little training In learning to
analyze and make difficult decisions of uncertainty,
such as selecting from and deciding upon various means
of monitoring student progress, so that effective

'

feedback and subsequent decisions regarding new or
revised learning tasks can be appropriately related.
Shave 1 son and Stern (1981) have
fundamental

identified two

assumptions about the thought processes of

teachers in a recent review of

literature.

The first

assumption is that teachers are rational professionals
who make judgments and carry out decisions in an
uncertain,

complex environment.

Shavelson and Stern

(1981) contend that this assumption refers to teachers'
intentions for their judgments and decisions rather
than

to their behavior for two reasons:

teaching situations call

for

1) some

immediate rather than

reflective responses that may preclude rational
processing of
or decision,

information to make an
and 2)

the capacity of

informal

judgment

the human mind for

formulating and solving complex problems like those
presented in teaching is small
of

some "ideal" model

Stern

of rationality.

(1981) explained that

problems at hand an
simplified model

compared to the enormity

in order to deal with

individual will

of a real

Shavelson and

construct a

situation.

The teacher

exhibits behaviors with respect to this simplified
mode,

of reality.

Teachers behave reasonably

maklng

judgments and decisions In an uncertain, complex
educational

environment.

Shave I son and Stern <i98i>

caution that while teachers may act reasonably, this
does not necessarily mean that their decisions are
optimal with respect to the teacher's or someone else's
goal .
The second assumption is that a teacher's
behaviors are guided by thoughts, judgments, and
decisions.

Yet,

research in this area is difficult

because we must first understand how thoughts transfer
into action (Shavelson and Stern,

1981).

Nisbett and Ross (1980) pointed out the question
of

the relationship between thought and action

in

teaching:
We also say little about precisely how
people's judgments affect their behavior.
This is neither an oversight nor a
deliberate choice.
We simply acknowledge
that we share...psychology's inability to
bridge the gap between cognition and
behavior, a gap that in our opinion is
the most serious failing of modern
psychology.

Staff Development
The goal

of designing staff development systems

according to Wood, Thompson and Russell

(1981)

is to

generate an environment which meets organizational

and
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individual

needs, and. has the ability to modify itself

as perceived needs and conditions change,

staff

development programs hold the promise of creating a
means of problem solving potentially more effective
than many of the panaceas which have been and continue
to be put

forward.

The term "staff development"
definitions and interpretations.
this review,

Is open to many
For the purposes of

staff development means any systematic

attempt to alter the professional practices, beliefs,
and, understandings of school persons toward an
articulated end.
presence of

is important to acknowledge the

the words "school persons"

the more typical
definition,

It

use of the word "teachers."

staff development

involves all

persons who make up the organizational
the school .
teachers,
toward the

of those

supervisors,

support personnel , and any others who work
accomplishment of the mission of the

Four phenomena which,
provide substantial

1983).

directly or

indirectly,

foundations for rethinking both

improvement and professional

foilows:

By

entity called

This includes administrators,

schools they serve (Griffin,

school

as opposed to

growth are as

A3
1.

The knowledge base regarding the
characteristics of effective schooling
practices have

increased dramatically during

the past decade.

The school

culture has

received research attention and the result has
been the specification of certain Institutional
regularities that are associated with school
effectiveness (Rutter, Maughan, Mortlmore,
Ouston,

and Smith,

1979).

how adults (students)

Our understanding of

learn has grown to the

point that we can begin to predict what
strategies will

be most appropriate for

increasing school-re 1ated knowledge and skill
(Sprinthall

and Thies-Sprintha11,

1982).

Thus,

the content and process dimensions of school
change and Improvement,
school
than
2.

through working with

professionals, are more solidly supported

in past years (Griffin,

1983).

The research attention has been paid to staff
development efforts in recent years with the
result

that there is now a hint of

predictability built
Hughes Jr.,
are still

into the efforts (Griffin,

and Martin,

1982).

Research efforts

in an exploratory period and the

findings are often confounded by methodological
and conceptual

problems.

There

is, however, a

growing body of evidence to suggest that certain
approaches to professional development are. all
things considered, more potentially powerful
than others (Griffin,
3.

1983).

The expectations for schools held by members'of
school

societies are being expressed with

greater clarity and with more vehemence.
schools are
an

in place, and,

The

there appears to be

inclination toward improving them rather

than replacing them with another untested
teaching-learning instrument.
influential

The idea is

upon the establishment of carefully

conceptualized strategies for changing schools,
in this instance the enactment of staff

4.

development programs (Griffin,

1983).

The state of schools as social

institutions is

such that change

is seen as essential

by most

(and often disparate) groups in the society
(Griffin,
The goal

1982).

of designing staff development systems

according to Wood, Thompson and Russell

(1981)

is to

generate an environment which meets organizational
individual

needs and has the ability to modify

as perceived needs and conditions change.

and

itself

There are a

myriad of ways to view people,

schools, and change that

affect how inservice education

is designed, delivered
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and assessed.

The approach to designing inservlce

education that will

be presented here Is shaped by a

number of assumptions (Wood. Thompson and Russell.
1981).

Most of these assumptions have support from

research.

The following are the beliefs that have

guided the development of the five stage approach to
Inservlce education:
1.

All

personnel

effective,

in schools, to stay current and

need and should be involved in

inservice throughout their careers (Joyce and
Peck,
2.

1977)

Significant

improvement

in educational practice

takes considerable time and is the result of
systematic,
3.

long-range staff development

Inservice education should have an impact on
the quality of the school program and focus on
helping staff

improve their abilities to perform

their professional

responsibilities (Hart,

Wagstaff and McCullough,
Edelfelt,
4.

Adult

1973; Ernst,

1974;

1975;

1977)

learners are motivated to risk

learning

new behaviors when they believe they have
control

over the

learning situation and are

free from threat of
1979)

failure (Withal 1

and Wood,
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5.

Educators vary widely

m their professional

competencies, readiness, and approaches to
1 earning
6.

Professional

growth requires personal and group

commitment to new performance norms
7.

Organizational
school

climate,

health,

including factors such as

trust, open communication,

and peer support for change,

in practice

influence the success of professional
development programs (Goodlad,
8.

The school

1975)

is the primary unit of change, not

the district or the individual

(Goodlad,

1975).
Inservice education may be viewed as having five
distinct but related stages.
Readiness,

Planning, Training,

These stages include
Implementation, and,

Maintenance (Wood, Thompson and Russell,
Stage

I,

1981).

Readiness, emphasizes selection and

understanding of the commitment to new professional
behaviors by a school
Stage II, Planning,

staff or group of educators.

develops the specific plans for

inservice program stages to achieve the desired changes
in professional

practice selected in Stage I.

Training stage.

Stage

into practice.

The

III,

In the

the plans are translated

Implementation stage, Stage IV,

focuses on ensuring that the training becomes part of
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the on going professional behavior of teachers and
administrators In their own work setting,

stage V.

Maintenance, begins as new behaviors are Integrated
into daily practice.

The aim of the final stage Is to

ensure that when a change
operational,
Thompson,

it will

in performance Is

continue over time (Wood,

and Russell,

1981).

While these stages are

distinct and tend to be sequential,
ongoing, overlapping cycle of
There are several

they are part of an

inservice education.

personnel

responsible for the

development of reading ability at the secondary school
level

at the Roosevelt Junior Senior High School.

Among these people are content area teachers. Chapter I
reading teachers and administration.
for all

personnel

It

is essential

to have an understanding of reading,

since understanding helps to facilitate the teaching of
their particular subjects.

Factors that

secondary reading programs include:

influence

the wide range in

reading ability among junior and senior high school
students,

dissatisfaction with school

achievement

reading

(California Achievement Test),

toward minimal

competency testing that

the trend

is presently

in

vogue (Regents Competency Tests and the Preliminary
Regents Competency Tests),
teachers'

and, many secondary

lack of competency

A staff development,

in the study of reading.

at Roosevelt Junior Senior High

School, Roosevelt, New York,

Incorporating faculty

instruction of reading skill

content area strategies,

student practicing of the strategies, and feedback on
the

implementation of the strategies, was an attempt t

bring about change.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

The project commenced in the spring of the
1989-1990 school

year and continued through the spring

semester at the Roosevelt Junior Senior High School,
situated in Roosevelt, New York.
grade social

Included a seventh

studies class, a tenth grade social

studies class, and,

a Chapter I reading class.

of eighty-one Black students,
students,

It

two social

reading teacher were

A total

fifteen Hispanic

studies teachers, and, a Chapter I
involved.

Other members of the

faculty were kept apprised of the purpose and nature of
the project. The researcher lead five staff development
workshops focusing on developmental reading instruction
strategies to be used in the content area of social
studies.

The strategies allowed content area teachers

to diagnose, prescribe, and, evaluate students'
strengths and weaknesses,
observable, and,

leading to a measurable,

testable demonstration of content

mastery.
The
students'

Intention of the project was to develop the
competence to Independently evaluate many

types of printed material .

The goal

consisted of the

ability to acquire understanding of the content area,
and,

to develop an

interpretive, critical, and,

creative thought process.

A relationship was

established In content area teaching between factual
understanding and application of facts.
The following are some comments that were made by
Junior and senior high students on an informal
assessment,

distributed prior to the study, regarding

reading in their social

studies classes*

1.

I don't understand what I just read.

2.

It's boring.

3.

I don't know how to answer the questions.

4.

What do we have to do?

5.

What does this have to do with anything?

6.

Can't read it; Don't want to read it.

7.

It's too long to read.

8.

Where do we find the answers?

9.

Left my textbook

in my locker because it was too

heavy to carry.
10.

This

isn't fun.

11.

This isn't math,

12.

All

13.

I don't want to read out

14.

Why am I

15.

Why

I'm not doing a graph.

we do is read and answer questions.
loud.

reading this?

is Ms.

"X"

asking us to read this?

Some concerns that were Informally expressed by
members of the faculty, regarding teaching skills in
the content area of social studies prior to the study
were:
1*

1 dor,/t have time to work with the unmotivated,
skill

2.

deficient student on a one to one basis.

I was trained to teach social

studies, not

reading.
3.

When will

the District stop adding additional

responsibilities to my Job?

I have enough to

teach Just getting through the mandates of the
New York State Regents' Action Plan.
4.

Students should know how to read before they
come to Junior senior high school.

5.

How can I work with students on at

least three

or four different reading levels all

in the same

period?
6.

Why hire Chapter I reading teachers If I have to
teach reading too?

7.

I don't feel

comfortable teaching reading

skills.
8.

How can I reach students two or three years
below grade level?

9.

I don't know how to Integrate reading skills
into the curriculum.

10.

They (the students) should be tested.

I think

some of them belong in "special educationclasses.

I'm not trained to teach "special

education."
11.

The District

is judged by scores on New York

State tests,

for example. Program Evaluation

Tests, Regents' Exams, Regents' Competency
Tests.

My students have to do well.

can they do well

But how

if they can not read nor

understand what they have read?
12.

Teaching reading is a concern only at the
e1ementary

13.

1 eve 1.

Reading needs at the junior senior high school
level

should only be addressed by remediation.

Members of the Administrative Team Informally
expressed the following concerns regarding the basic
reading skills demonstrated by many of our students:
1.

Look at our

low scores on the New York State

exams in comparison to other districts.
2.

How can they (the elementary school

faculty)

state that reading skills were taught and
mastered by these same students?
learn to read,

.

3

Once you

you don't forget.

Why can't some of our children read?
they get this far?

How did

'

4.

I can't get some of my teachers to

1ncorporate

different tools In their methodology.
could reach more students this way.

We
Many of

them only want to teach using the same
textbook for all
5.

students.

If they (the students) can't read, how can they
be successful

in science, English, and social

studies?
6.

It's easier for my teachers to give those
students (those having difficulty reading) the
answers.
Teachers,

They'll

never find them anyway.

and members of the Administrative Team,

indicated a desire for

Improvement of student reading

skills in the content areas, especially, social
studies,

due to the

increase in regulations set forth

by the New York State Regents Action Plan.

The

researcher recognized the need to plan a staff
development program which would address the problem.
Needs assessment surveys were given to participating
seventh grade students,

tenth grade students, and,

Chapter I reading students,
They

Included:

Appendix A);
B);

and,

a "Social

to target areas of concern

Studies Checklist"

a "Reading Goals Checklist"

a "Learning Style Checklist"

(Cornett and Cornett,

1980).

(see

(see Appendix

(see Appendix C)

A "Content Area Teachers

Perception of Qualification

In Reading Instruction"

survey (see Appendix D) (Flanagan,

1975) was

administered to the two faculty members from the Social
Studies Department.

They,

and the Chapter I Reading

Teacher, completed the "Preferred Roles of a Reading
Consultant"
Instrument.

(see Appendix E)

(Bullock and Hesse,

The results of all

analyzed and prioritized.

1981)

Instruments were

Staff Development workshops

were planned addressing items which were repeatedly of
concern.

A sizable

literature review concerning

reading skills and content area reading was utilized to
furnish volunteers with pertinent

information

addressing relevant topics.
The project was based on four assumptions which
provided a foundation for teaching reading in the
content areas:
1.

Reading in the content areas was part of the
total
social

school

reading program.

studies.

One such area was

Instruction was provided in the

skills required to read printed materials
employing many formats.

The students needed to

exercise their skills through a reading program
providing a wide range of activities.

The

skills were not the subject matter, but, the
tools with which to obtain

information.
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2.

All

faculty members were responsible for helping

students read in their content areas.

The

faculty member thought best qualified in the
specific subject was chosen to adapt reading
skills to It.
3.

The focus of teaching was shifted from teaching
content,

to reading and understanding content.

Teaching reading was not an activity separate
from content but a part of
4.

it.

A commonality of skills in all

content areas was

recognized Just as there was specific
application to each content area,
study skills,
(Shepherd,

for example,

comprehension, and vocabulary

1978).

Inservice training workshops Included the
following:
1.

Addressing academic and behavioral

,

objectives requiring attention as derived
from the results of student and faculty
questionnaires and informal
2.

conversations

Addressing assessments of students (informal
formal )

3.

Addressing assessments of materials

4.

Addressing development of selected reading
skills

and
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5.

Addressing the cooperative planning of
activities and exercises drawing upon the
experiences and backgrounds of students to
develop reading concepts and skills
The researcher was concerned with assisting

students to acquire essential

reading skills, using

quality methods and materials, combined with teacher
intervention.
school

The project was Intended for secondary

teachers who had little or no preparation for

teaching reading and who expected students to read with
mastery

in content areas.

This action research was concerned with process.
The procedures incorporated the techniques which showed
how information could be obtained.

A collaborative

staff development project evolved with a concern for
teaching the "what"

of content, and how the student may

obtain the content.
As a research model,

the conventions of action

research were employed due to its responsiveness to
this study.

Cohen and Manion (1985) defined action

research as
situational — it is concerned with diagnosing a
problem in a specific context and attempting to
solve it in that context; It is usually
col laborative—teams of researchers and
practioners work together on a project; it Js
participatory—team members themselves take part
directly or indirectly in implementing the
research; and it is self-evaluat 1 ve-modiflcations
are continuously evaluated within the ongoing

situation, the ultimate objective being to Improve
practice In some way or other.
Evaluations (formative and summatlve) were used to
assess the study.
behavioral

Formatively, the academic and

objectives were modified to conform to

feedback from the participants keeping within the
parameters of the stated goals.

SummatIvely, students'

grades and attendance to classes were monitored by the
faculty members and shared with the researcher for
analysis during the 1989-1990 school

year.

Involving Others In Planning

Students, members of the social studies and
Chapter I reading faculty, administrators, and the
researcher were designers of this staff development
project.

Discussion groups proposed ideas relating to

the reading skills necessary for success in the content
area of social

studies. Teachers shared strategies

required to increase students' abilities:
1.

To comprehend written material

2.

To understand vocabulary in context

3.

To know "how"

4.

To demonstrate content understanding by

and "what"

to study

performing successfully on teacher prepared
and State mandated exams

Workshop topics emerged as a result of these
collaborative discussions.
groups,

Of the participating

the faculty members played the major role In

developing change strategies as they dealt directly
with the students.
The concerns of elghty-one students were solicited
from three surveys: a "Social Studies Checklist;" a
"Reading Goals Checklist;"
Checklist"

and, a "Learning Style

(Cornett and Cornett, 1980).

Studies Checklist,"

The "Social

(see Appendix A) contained seventy

Items that required the student to put a " + " beside the
items they enjoyed reading about; and an "x" beside the
items that sounded somewhat
Goals Checklist,"

interesting.

(see Appendix B)

The "Reading

listed fifteen

characteristics of a good reader and used a scale of
one through five (1-Always, 2-Usually, 3-Sometlmes,
4-Seldom, 5-Never) to weight the students' opinion of
their personal

reading habits.

Students circled the

number associated with the characteristic that told the
most about themselves as a reader.
Checklist,"

The "Learning Style

(see Appendix C) requested the students to

think about the way

in which they learn best by

responding to questions about study habits.

The

students realized that they were Interested In some
areas of social

studies, but, could not agree on

specific areas of

Interest.

The students did agree,
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however, that becoming interested In social studies
would quickly Improve their reading skills and were
willing to complete the four surveys during class.
The concerns of the faculty members were solicited
from two surveys: the "Content Area Teachers''
Perception of Qualification In Reading Instruction"
(Flanagan, 1975), and, the "Preferred Roles of a
Reading Consultant," (Bullock and Hesse, 1981).

The

"Content Area Teachers' Perception of Qualification In
Reading Instruction," (see Appendix D) consisted of
twenty-seven items that asked faculty members to
indicate qualifications.
Reading Consultant,"

The "Preferred Roles of

instrument (see Appendix E)

contained forty-two items.

Respondents were asked to

reply to Items either positively or negatively.
Members of the social studies faculty shared
concerns with the researcher regarding their
frustrations in the classroom.

Many students were not

demonstrating mastery of the content and students were
not completing assignments.

It appeared that there

were members of the faculty willing only to complain,
blame the District, other teachers, and, continue to
teach using unsuccessful methods.

There were members

of the faculty willing to participate in staff
development workshops, but, who wanted to be given
immediate hands on techniques to ameliorate the
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situation.

And,

there were members of the faculty

wl11lng to share thoughts, concerns, personal
inadequacies, participate

In workshops, and, execute an

action research project.
In order to enhance the levels of expertise In
this action research, the researcher Individually
approached the five faculty members of the Chapter I
Reading Department to enlist their participation In the
project.

One member expressed a desire to become

actively

involved in the staff development workshops,

however,

due to her split schedule in the District (one

half of the day devoted to servicing primary school
students and the other half devoted to junior high
school

students) she did not feel she could offer

enough time to the project.
faculty stated her present

Another member of the
interest was assisting the

"English as Second Language"
to become

involved.

students and preferred not

Two other members of the faculty

stated they would prefer to develop techniques for the
students in need of assistance on the New York State
Regents Competency exams, and chose not to volunteer to
participate
the faculty,

in the workshops.

The remaining member of

although already employing techniques

assisting students toward improving their reading
skills in the content area of social studies, welcomed

the opportunity to become

Involved In the action

research.
Drawing from two departments,

the researcher

Included two faculty members from the Social Studies
Department and one faculty member from the Chapter I
Reading Department
workshops.

In the five staff development

Consent to perform this study was acquired

from the Principal.

The faculty members signed consent

forms (see Appendix F) permitting the researcher to
share acquired information In this dissertation.
Concerns expressed by students, members of the faculty,
and, administrators provided the agendas for the
sessions.
The three participating members of the faculty
were females, one age fifty-two, and, two age
fifty-six.

Participant 1. was a fifty-two year old

African American female, seventh grade social studies
teacher.

She holds dual undergraduate majors of

Elementary Education and Secondary Level Social
Studies, and, a graduate major In Reading.

She brought

fifteen years of teaching experience to the classroom.
Participant 2, was a fifty-six year old European
American female tenth grade social studies teacher.
Her undergraduate major was American History, and her
graduate major was Education.
of

teaching experience.

She had thirty-six years

Participant 3, was a flfty-slx
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year old European American female Chapter I Reading
teacher.

She had been teaching for sixteen years and

had an undergraduate degree
certification

In Psychology, as well

In Reading and Special

as

Education.

The teachers chose three classes to participate

In

the action research project: one "B" class (average
ability grouping) seventh grade social studies class;
one "C"

class (below average ability grouping) tenth

grade social

studies class; and, one Chapter I Reading

class consisting of junior high students having
California Achievement Test scores,
the State Reference Point

in May,

1989, below

(twenty-th1rd percentile).

The teachers provided the researcher with the
following data:
1.

The attendance of each student

In the

participating classes for the second, third,
and,

fourth quarters of the 1989-1990 school

year
2.

The academic grades for the second,

third, and,

fourth quarters of the 1989-1990 school year
3.

The oral

and written assessments concerning

the action research
This action research took place for twelve weeks
during the second,
19g9_1990 school

third, and, fourth quarters of the

year.

The classes met five times a

week for thirty-eight minutes per session.

At the
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conclusion of the twelve week period the members of the
faculty administered one post-study survey, a "Reading
Goals Checklist,"
students/

(see Appendix B) to assess the

reading goals.

Faculty members also shared

students earned grades for the second,
fourth quarters with the researcher.
reviewed the grades, personal

third, and,
The researcher

Interests, and, reading

goals of the students.
Faculty members Involved In the project supplied
the researcher with oral

and written assessments of the

study at the conclusion of the research.

The teachers

cited difficulties, offered advice, and, expressed
satisfaction at

implementing developmental

reading

instruction strategies to the content area of social
studies.
The following procedures were used to gather data:
1.

The members of faculty volunteered information.

2.

The members of faculty administered surveys to
students.

3.

The researcher administered surveys to members
of

4.

faculty.

The researcher conducted five workshops for
teachers.

.

5

The members of faculty diagnosed, prescribed,
and, evaluated students' strengths and
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weaknesses related to relevant reading skills
required for social
6.

studies content mastery.

The researcher conversed with individual
students to obtain feedback.

7.

The researcher monitored students' performance
and attendance

8.

in classes.

The researcher compiled and analyzed data.
All participating teachers were asked to complete

the "Preferred Roles of a Reading Consultant,"
and Hesse,
social

1981)

(see Appendix E) and,

(Bullock

in addition, the

studies faculty were asked to complete a

"Content Area Teachers' Perception of Qualification in
Reading Instruction"

survey (Flanagan,

1975),

(see

Appendix D), which helped to form the workshop agendas.
At the conclusion of each workshop,

the

participating teachers completed assessment forms.
They also gave oral
researcher.
of

feedback which was recorded by the

Upon completion of the workshops, members

the faculty

incorporated developmental

concepts and skills

in their classes.

reading

They had agreed

to assess these skills by comparing students'

grades

and attendance to classes.

They also administered a

survey to analyze students'

social

Interests.

studies and personal
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At the conclusion of the last workshop members of
the faculty summarized their experiences.

The teachers

commented on:
1.

The realizatlon that all

content area teachers

must consider themselves reading teachers
2.

The goal

of a reading task is to obtain meaning

from the printed page
3.

All

content areas must be employed as means to

promote student's ability to comprehend
4.

A desire for additional workshops

Staff Development Workshops

Five staff development workshops were coordinated
by the researcher from February 6,
1990,

1990 to April 26,

in the researcher's Administrator/Supervisor's

office area at Roosevelt Junior Senior High School
11:44 a.m.- 12:22 p.m.

(see Table 1).

from

The workshops

were planned to assist junior/senior high teachers in
the development of techniques to be utilized in the
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classroom regarding the diagnosis, prescription, and
evaluation of students' strengths and weaknesses.

TABLE 1

Staff Development Workshops
D iagnosis. Prescription, Remediation of Students'
Weaknesses
in Reading social studies Materials
February 6, 1990 - April 26, 1990
Roosevelt Junior Senior High School
Maureen Ann F. Fallon, Researcher
Staff Development
Sessions

Dates

2/6/90

1

Behav1ors

1. Role Delineation
2. Goal Agreement
3. Need for Action
Research
4. Ranking of Concerns
5. Sharing Perceptions
6. Assessments
7. Survey Dissemination

2

1/6/90

1. Survey Examination
2. Curriculum Discussion
3. Comprehension Skills

3

3/21/90

1. Addressing Vocabulary
2. Increasing Word
Recognition
3. Building Word Power

4

4/4/90

1. Sharpening Reading
Skills
2. Devising Study Plans
3. Analyzing Study
Skills; Test Taking
Techniques

5

4/26/90

1. Assessment Procedures
2. Grading
3. Implementation of
Time 1ine
4. Data Col 1ection

Slaff Development Ses*lnn \
February 6,

1990

Introduct1 on

Volunteer teachers were thanked for their
willingness to participate In staff development
workshops focusing on the diagnosis, prescription, and,
remediation of students' weaknesses in reading social
studies materials.

Social

studies faculty members

stated they had to incorporate reading skills into New
York State mandated curriculums, but, were uncertain
how to do so,
social

and,

all

participants agreed that the

studies content objectives were so diversified

that the content area teachers were justified in
feeling confused.

The Chapter I reading teacher was

willing to come to their rescue and offer remedies.

A

consensus was reached whereby a more relevant solution
was to cooperatively develop techniques to analyze the
material

that students were expected to read and

demonstrate content mastery via measurable, observable,
and,

testable methods: Program Evaluation Test (Grade

8), Regents Examination
Regents Examination

in Global

Studies (Grade 10),

in U.S. History and Government

(Grade 11), Regents Competency Test
(Grade 10),

in Global Studies

and Regents Competency Test

and Government (Grade 11).

in U.S. History
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Literature relating to reading, social studies,
and,

the New York State Regents Action Plan were

provided for the participants to peruse at the
beginning of the workshop.

Discussion began concerning

the time allotted to accomplish all
of

that was required'

the content area teachers and we al 1

concurred that

these sessions were sorely needed.

Purpose
The staff development workshop was designed to:
delineate participants functions In the project, share
perceptions regarding the teaching of reading In the
social

studies classroom, analyze the need for

conducting action research, and, discuss the assessment
of students and materials.

The session was comprised

of seven stated objectives and seven corresponding
behaviors.
Objectives
Stated objectives for staff development session 1
were as follows:
1.

To delineate participants'

functions in the

project
2.

To collaboratively develop goal

3.

To confer regarding the need for action research

4.

To prioritize reading/social

5.

To share perceptions of the teaching of
reading in the social

agreement

studies concerns

studies classroom
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6.

To assess students and social studies content
area materials

7.

To disseminate survey

Instruments

Process
The following behaviors coincided with the
objectives by number:
Behavior 1—Del ineating Functions
Collaboration among the researcher and the
participants concluded with the following charges:
1.

To be active staff development workshop
participants

2.

To share data acquired as a result of students'
assessment forms

3.

To share data acquired as a result of faculty
members'

4.

assessment forms

To re-think reading/social

studies interests and

att1tudes
5.

To revive the social

studies Instruction to

conform more closely with the wide range of
students'
6.

reading abilities

To communicate knowledge and concerns with
col 1eagues
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Behavior 2—Goal Agreement
The participants and the researcher concurred upon
the following goals:
1.

To Increase teaching of reading skills through
content

2.

To examine a variety of reading Instruction
techniques used by social studies faculty
members to diagnose, prescribe, and, evaluate
students' weaknesses In reading social

studies

mater 1als
3.

To develop student and teacher classroom
behaviors creating a unified reading strategy
for teaching students social studies with
fluency and efficiency

4.

To move toward increasing congruence among
social

studies faculty members and Chapter I

faculty members
5.

To view the process of reading as a necessary
ingredient

In the curriculum

Behavior 3—Need For Action Research
The researcher and participants shared numerous
needs predicated upon the targeted population,
professional

knowledge, and, New York State Regents

Action Plan mandates.

A lively exchange ensued.

The

following Is a list of the needs for action research
resulting from collaborative dialogue:
1*

ass^s^ the social

studies faculty member with

regard to student expectations and ways to help'
students meet those expectations
2.

To heighten teachers' awareness that students
have different reading backgrounds and needs

3.

To increase teacher identification of students'
wide range of reading skills

4.

To arouse students' awareness of their social
studies interests

5.

To help students' establish goals for reading

6.

To assist students'

in finding individual

learning styles
7.

To aid teachers in incorporating an active
reading process within the guidelines of the
New York State social studies currlculums
(Regents Action Plan)

8.

To offer the techniques and help students need
to enable them to control

9.

their own learning

To ameliorate negative attitudes toward social
studies

10.

To Increase students' academic performance in
social

11.

studies

To decrease teachers'

frustration
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12.

To advance collaboration among teachers

Behavior 4—Prioritizing

of rnn„rrio

The participants Initially expressed personal
views concerning teaching.

Agreement was not quickly

reached regarding the perceptions of teaching reading ‘
in the social

studies classroom.

The researcher's role

as catalyst was utilized to facilitate discussion.

The

following agenda to address needs emerged:
1.

To collaboratively plan behaviors to
increase teachers' ability to identify and
cope with students' wide range of reading skills

2.

To collaboratively plan behaviors offering the
tools and help students need enabling them to
control

3.

their own

learning

To col 1aborat1vely plan behaviors aiding
teachers In

incorporating active reading

processes within the guidelines of the New
York State social

studies curriculum (Regents'

Action Plan)
The participants and the researcher concluded that
the needs, cited in Activity 1, would appear during the
course of the action research,

if the aforementioned

activities were carried out and examined.
Behavior 5--Sharincr Perceptions
This activity was provided giving the participants
occasion to exchange views regarding the teaching of
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reading in the social

studies classroom.

Dialogue

among two of the participants focused on the shortage
of time during each academic teaching period
C thirty-eight minutes) to impart not only the social
studies content, but, methods to teach various reading
skills.

The other participant vehemently shared how

the two aforementioned behaviors should be inculcated
simultaneously.

Student adherence to the

Regents' Action Plan and the District curriculum
alignment guides were major hurdles to the "taking of
time"

to teach reading.
The participants all

agreed, however, that

if the

Implementation of col 1aborative1y devised developmental
reading behaviors in the social

studies content area

could be achieved, students would demonstrate content
area mastery by observable, measurable, and testable
results,

for example. Program Evaluation Testing,

Regents'

exams and Regents Competency Exams.

Behavior Activity 6—Assessments
The participants agreed that class period time
limitations (thirty-eight minutes) played a major,
negative role for all
studies,

teachers, especially social

due to the required amount of content

established by the New York State Regents Action Plan.
The participants desired simple techniques for pairing
students with appropriate reading materials, for

diagnosing students"

reading problems, as well as

strategies for assessing materials.
Collaborative agreement resulted In the following:
1.

Assessment of students (informal)
^he .Cloze Procedure-* passage of 250
words is taken from the text with each
fifth word deleted.
the missing words.

The student supplies
The percentage of

correct words supplied indicates how
difficult the passage is for the student
(Taylor,
B.
2.

1953)

(see Appendix 6)

Teacher Observations

Assessment of Materials

Behavior 7--Survev Dissemination
The starting point for collaborative planning was
to be obtained from the data derived from pertinent
surveys.

The researcher disseminated the following

instruments for completion by students and faculty
member participants prior to the convening of the next
staff development workshop: a "Content Area Teachers"
Perception of Qualification
(see Appendix D);

in Reading Instruction"

a "Preferred Roles of a Reading

Consultant

(see Appendix E); a "Social

Checklist"

(see Appendix A); a "Reading Goals

Checklist"

(see Appendix B); and,

Learning Style"

(see Appendix C).

Studies

"Finding Your
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staff Development

Session 1 —Feerth^

An assessement form (see Appendix I) was
distributed at the conclusion of the session and the
researcher asked the participants to complete and
return their analysis the next day.
not request any

The researcher did

identifying information permitting

participants to be as open as possible In assessing the
initial

staff development session.

Feedback revealed the following:
1.

There always was familiarity on the part of
the researcher to content

2.

There a 1 ways was responsiveness to concerns
of participants by the researcher

3.

There frequent 1v was relevance of the
researcher to inquires

4.

There frequent 1v was pertinent examples used
by the researcher

5.

There always was on-going participation during
the workshop

6.

There always was clear presentation of
material

7.

by the researcher

There frequent 1v was relevance of techniques
and data disseminated for use after the workshop

8.

There frequent 1 v was relevance of the staff
development session agenda to participants needs

9.

There always was evidence of organization
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The feedback did not
In scheduling.

indicate any Inconvenlencee

No participant expressed an

changing the time (11:44 a.m-12:22 p.m.>

Interest

nor

In

the

format for future staff development sessions.

Slaff Development Session 9
February 28,

1990

Introduction

The session began with a brief review of
objectives and behaviors from staff development session
1,

and, summarizing data obtained from assessment

surveys.

The session was planned to explore objectives

and corresponding behaviors.

QklggUve.3
Stated objectives for staff development session 2
were as follows:
1.

To deliberate upon surveys completed by
students and faculty member participants

2.

To exchange views concerning New York State
Regents' Action Plan and its congruence with
Compensatory Education, Chapter I Programs

3.

To realize that different kinds of reading
require different kinds of understanding, and,
a competent reader needs to have several
of understanding skills

kinds

Ec-Qcgss
The following behaviors coincided with the
object 1ves;
Behavior 1--Survev Deliberation
The researcher communicated the results of all
surveys to the participants (see Chapter IV).
faculty members agreed that all

The

feedback obtained was

useful, however, data from the "Content Area Teachers'
Perception of Their Qualification In Reading
Instruction"

(Flanagan,

most stimulating.

1975)

Careful

(see Appendix D) was the

analysis of the following

two items from that survey was the basis for a spirited
discussion.
The participants reported how qualified they were
to create situations in the classroom in which students
applied the reading skills taught
(Flanagan,

1975).

in other classes

One content area faculty member

reported being very qualified while the other content
area faculty member replied oppositely.

Participants

shared scenarios which were applicable reflecting on
locating the main idea and identifying supporting
details,

following directions, sequencing, and, by the

end of the exchange, all participants were qualified to
create situations in the classroom in which students
applied the reading skills taught
(Flanagan,

1975).

in other classes
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The participants also stated how qualified they
were to provide Instruction In reading graphic and
Pictorial

aids such as charts, maps,

and, diagrams (Flanagan,
that accurate

1975).

tables, cartoons,

Cognizant of the fact

Interpretation of graphics and pictorial

aids is required of students on the Program Evaluation
Test (Grade 8), Regents Examination
(Grade 10), Regents Examination
Government
Global
Test

In Global

Studies

In U.S. History and

(Grade 11), Regents Competency Test

in

Studies (Grade ten), and. Regents Competency

In U.S.

History and Government (Grade eleven),

participants expressed their

instructional

and turned to each other for assistance.

limitations
None of the

respondents indicated they were qualified and developed
strategies to improve their reading instruction
skill.

in this

At the conclusion of this session it was agreed

that a five minute class exercise would be provided for
all

students in the reading of visual

aids, and, that a

part of the dally homework assignment would include a
reinforcing activity.
Behavior 2--Currlcu1 urn Discussion
This behavior was designed to permit the
participants opportunities to share information
regarding the mandates of the New York State Regents'
Action Plan and the curriculum of the Chapter
Program.

I Reading

Although the mandates were clearly set forth.

the participants speculated as to whether the State
considered such concerns as diverse ability
varying reading levels when
or,

levels and

planning courses of study,

if the mandates were devised theoretically.

Behavior -^-Understanding Skill*
Participants stated that many of the students
completed their reading assignments, but rarely
remembered what they read.

It was agreed that many

students did not "understand" what they read.
Discussion revealed that different kinds of reading
required different

levels of understanding.

A

competent reader requires several kinds of
comprehension skills.

Also,

there were three basic

levels to "understanding":
1.

To locate facts and ideas

2.

To be able to explain what you're reading in
your own words

3. To be able to find similarities and differences
as well

as to locate unstated main

ideas

Staff Development Session 2—Feedback
An assessment form (see Appendix I) was
distributed at the conclusion of the session and the
participants were directed to complete and return their
analysis.

In order to provide the participants an

opportunity to be as candid as possible names of
participants were not

Included.
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By the close of

the following day there were three

completed assessment forms placed In the researcher's
mai1 box.
Feedback revealed the following:
1.

There always was familiarity on the part of
the researcher as to content

2.

There

always

was responsiveness to concerns

of participants by the researcher

3.

There

always

was relevance of the researcher

to inquires
4.

There always was pertinent examples used by
the researcher

5.

There always was on-going participation
during the workshop

6.

There always was clear presentation of
material

7.

by the researcher

There always was relevance of techniques and
data disseminated for use after the workshop

8.

There frequent 1 v was relevance of the staff
development session agenda to participants
needs

9.

There always was evidence of organization

Siaff Development. Reas inn a
March 21,

1990

Introduction

The researcher opened the session by reviewing
objectives and behaviors from the previous session and
introducing the

idea that each social

studies

curriculum is built around concepts the teacher to
incorporates into the students' memory.

Each of these

concepts can be represented by a word or group of
words.
Objectives
The stated objectives for staff development
session 2 were as follows:
1.

To recognize that effective reading in social
studies encompasses the student's ability to
learn words (or unknown meanings for familiar
words) encountered in assignments (Bullock and
Hesse,

2.

1981)

To create a social

studies vocabulary by

increasing word recognition
3.

To help students become better readers by
building word power (Increased vocabulary)

Process
The following behaviors coincided with the
objectives by number:
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Behavior

1--Addressing Vocabulary

Discussion focused on the theory that before
assigning any

independent reading tasks, the content

area faculty member shouid select and present to
students, word(s)

that describe the major concepts as

presented in the New York State Syllabi.

Presentation

of a 1 ist of core vocabulary was deemed necessary

in

order for students to ultimately demonstrate content
mastery by oral

and/or written tasks.

A consensus was

reached that every content objective would be mastered
by a working definition of the core vocabulary.

Once

the selection of vocabulary words was established,
several

additional

steps were to be taken to assist the

students in their content area reading skills.
Students would learn to recognize the words as labels.
They would become familiar with how the words appear,
and, how they are pronounced.
get an

Lastly, students would

impression of what a word means from context.

As students go through the process of reading
assignments, discussion of what was read and/or the
writing of reports must occur.

The participants agreed

that they had to be alert to clues indicating when
students were experiencing difficulty reading a word or
not completely understanding a word.
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Behavior

-2—Increasing Word Recognition

The participants and the researcher finally agreed
that to "understand"
to recognize it.
"achievements"
distinct

a word,

the student must be able

For example, when the word

is recognized,

its length and the

letters it contains is observed.

Then, once

recognized, one is ready to learn more about
(Cornett and Cornett,

1980).

The volunteer teachers realized that
build a social

It

In order to

studies vocabulary students had to begin

with word recognition.

Discussion ensued as to

appropriate techniques which lead to an increase in the
skill

of word recognition.

The following emerged:

1.

An

increase

in the teacher's usage of a word

2.

An

Increase in the student's correct usage in

conversation and writing (spelling accuracy) of
the word
3.

An

Increase

in the teacher/student prepared

flash cards for unfamiliar words
4.

An

increase

in the creation of "seek and find"

word puzzles
5.

An

increase

exercises"

in the creation of "eagle eye
- a timed exercise to underline the

exact vocabulary term as it first appears on a
horizontal

1lne

Behavior

3—Building Vocabulary

A litany of devices were shared as ways to
increase the students' understanding and comprehension
of what was read, for example, context clues,
glossaries, dictionaries, peer tutoring, root words,
and, word parts.

It was agreed, however, that to

benefit our population, the strategies Incorporated to
increase vocabulary would Include the following:
context clues, glossaries, and, word parts (prefixes,
suffixes, and, roots).

Our group decided that

students' textbooks were to be used when instructing in
the skill of using context clues to determine the
meaning of a word by the way It appears in sentences.
It was concluded that many words In social studies
looked familiar because they had been seen In other
contexts.

However, these same words have special

meanings In social studies and context clues would be
beneficial

in determining those meanings.

Also devised

was a list of "signal words" (like, such as, in other
words, or, especially, means, for example) that call
attention to the fact that context clues were about to
be presented.
Students were not comfortable with the glossary as
a device to Increase understanding of printed material
because they were not familiar with its use.
were to be devised by the group to remedy the

Exercises
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situation.

An idea was to encourage the use of the

glossary Instead of the dictionary because the meanings
would be more social studies specific.
According to the teachers, many of the students
were unfamiliar with examining word parts to build
vocabulary.

Time was devoted to examining parts of

social studies words (prefixes, suffixes, and, roots)
and the ways in which those parts could be combined to
form many words.

By encouraging students to learn the

meanings of the word parts they would build their
social studies vocabulary.

The participants compiled a

chart depicting some word parts, with appropriate
meaning and an example based upon social studies
context (word part - "pre;" meaning - "before;" for
example, "prehistoric") for presentation to the
students).

When the participants returned to the

classes they were to work with students to create a
similar chart relating examples to current areas of the
curricu1 urn.
Staff Development Session 3--Feedback
An assessment form (see Appendix I) was
distributed to each participant at the end of the
workshop.

Again, no identifying Information was

requested so as to provide for unreserved comments.
All completed forms were
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returned within the next two days.

Feedback revealed

the following:
1.

There always was familiarity on the part of
the researcher as to content

2.

There always was responsiveness to concerns
of participants by the researcher

3.

There frequent 1v was relevance of the
researcher to inquires

4.

There frequent 1v was pertinent examples used
by the researcher

5.

There always was on-going participation
during the workshop

6.

There always was clear presentation of
material by

7.

the researcher

There always was relevance of techniques and
data disseminated for use after the workshop

8.

There frequent 1v was relevance of the staff
development session agenda to participants
needs

9.

There a 1 wavs was evidence of organization
The feedback substantiated a need to continue this

action research.
was long overdue.

All agreed that the sharing aspect
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Staff Development

Session

4

April 4, 1990
IntroductIon
The researcher began the staff development session
by providing a review of the vocabulary skills as
concluded from the previous workshop.

This session was

designed to Investigate objectives and corresponding
behaviors.

Object Ives
Stated objectives for staff development session

4

were as follows:
1.

To become aware that an effective reader
should read at several reading rates and speeds,
according to the kind of material and the reason
for reading It

2.

To devise a reading/studying plan which promotes
the concept that reading Is a means to studying

3.

To improve students' abilities to take notes on
material, and, prepare for and be successful on
tests

Process
The following behaviors coincided with the
objectives by number:
Behavior l--Sharpeninq Reading SKULs
Discussion was focused on the components needed
to make an effective social studies reader.

The
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participants decided that the students must be free of
external and internal distractions, see relevance In
the printed material, be able to adjust to an
appropriate reading rate according to the kind of
material being read and the reason for choosing it,
increase reading speed, and, retain understanding
(either verbally or written).
The researcher opened the discussion by
demonstrating ways to effectively read social studies.
The role of skimming (the ability to take In Just the
surface level of the material) emerged and was stressed
by the Chapter I teacher.

Social studies faculty

expressed the belief that many of our targeted
population do too much "skimming" and don't really
"understand" what they have Just read.

The Chapter I

teacher explained that the skill of "skimming" should
be the initial step taken by the student in any social
studies reading assignment and could be helpful at
other stages also.

The group decided they would give

instruction in "skimming" for the following reasons:
1.

To locate specific facts

2.

To locate headings and subheadings

3.

To create questions to be answered regarding the
material read

4.

To establish a purposes for reading "skimming,"
therefore, was a skill to be stressed In the

social studies classroom.
One of the social studies faculty members shared
that many of her students read too "slowly," while
another faculty member stated that many of her students
read too "quickly."

Both concurred that the readers

were mastering very little of the content as evidenced
by oral and/or written assessments.

The Chapter I

reading teacher offered the following techniques
regarding "fast," "middle," and "slow," reading speeds.
Students should be Instructed to read at different
rates depending on the assignment.

They should read

"quickly" for enjoyment or to obtain a general overview
of the material.

At this pace the students are only

required to get the main idea and few details, and,
therefore, should be assigned the "fast" speed for
"easy to read" material only.

The "middle" speed

should be utilized when students are required to
interpret and obtain main ideas.

Students should be

encouraged to read at a "slower" speed when they are
reading material

that is challenging, difficult to

understand, or, when the author presents a great deal
of factual content into a short piece.
The participants felt uncomfortable regarding

the

assigning of reading rates for various social studies
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assignments and reviewed a few situations to
Illustrate.

For example, "skimming" was to be taught

when the assignment required surveying a whole chapter
before beginning study.

A "slow" rate was to be used

when the assignment required following directions for
making a time line, and, a "medium" or "rapid" rate was
to be use when the assignment required a quick overview
of the problem.
The participants realized that the students needed
learning strategies to read more quickly without
sacrificing comprehension.

A social studies teacher

remarked that many of our students demonstrate reading
practices which are Indicative of "poor" reading
habits.

The Chapter I reading teacher quickly asked

what she meant by "poor" reading habits.

The reply

from both social studies teachers was, "students move
their lips and softly pronounce words when they
'silently' read, students use their fingers to point
out each word as they read, students move their head
back and forth as they read, and, students lean over
their desk as they read."

These were content area

reading concerns which needed to be addressed.

It was

suggested that working with Individual students to
provide practice In reading, prevent forming each word
with the Ups,

increase eye span fixations, reading

phrases not single words, using markers placed under
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the 1 ine being read, forcing eyes to move across each
line, and, reminding students to place the spine at the
back of the chair, would result in Increased reading
speeds with comprehension.
Behavior 2--Devlslng Study Plans
The common cry was that the students did not know
how or what to study.

It was agreed that a major

difference between successful students and unsuccessful
students was the way in which they studied.

The

participants brainstormed the characteristics of
effective study systems and agreed the components of
the "SQ3R" study system (which represents Survey,
Question, Read, Recite, Review) designed for textbook
reading, and, guaranteed to Increase comprehension,
memory, and, speed, was the system we would utilize
(Robinson,

1970).

The researcher invited the participants to study a
section of a chapter from a tenth grade textbook,
Kvp1 or 1na World History. (Holt and O'Connor, 1983) in
order to practice the "SQ3R" study system.

The front

of the text (title, author, date of publication, table
of contents, and preface) and the back of the text
(index, glossary, and, appendixes) were surveyed.

The

text was scanned to determine the author's organization
within the chapters.

The next task was to turn the

headings of the section into questions so as to direct
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our reading, keep us actively Involved, and, prevent
distractions from interfering with concentration.
participants read the assigned section,

The

looked for

answers to the formulated questions, and, made notes of
other items of importance.

Once the reading was

completed only the material that was necessary to be
memorized for a test was underlined, for example, key
words and phrases, not whole sentences.

After

underlining, notes to be used as quest i ons' for
self-testing purposes were put in the margins.

Once a

section of the chapter had been read and marked, the
marginal notes were used to memorize the material.

By

covering the page in the textbook and looking at our
marginal notes to see if what was underlined was
remembered, responses were checked.

Time did not

permit completion of this stage for the entire section,
but, all

felt comfortable with the ability to Instruct

and explain the process to the students.
Reviewing, was considered the main ingredient to
this reading/study plan.

Students needed to see the

value in retesting on the marginal notes from the whole
chapter, a review one week later and then

occasionally

throughout the term, eliminating "cramming" for a New
York State mandated Regents Exam or Regents' Competency
Test.
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Bshavior 3--ftnalvzlng Study Skills: T>3t Taking
Techniques
The previous activity lead the participants to
verbalize that the purpose of reading a textbook was to
learn and remember a collection of information.

The

students would be able to make their content area
textbook reading relevant as well as give the material
meaning by associating It with past knowledge.
The participants revealed that students would be
better prepared for their exams using the "SQ3R" study
plan, however, success on the exams was doubtful.
Views were exchanged regarding assessment formats, for
example, multiple choice, true or false, and, essay
questions, with the consensus that all exams were to be
designed in the format of the Regents Exams or the
Regents Competency Tests.

One social studies teacher

expressed that regardless of format, she needed help in
preparing students to take the exam.

Another

social studies teacher stated that it appeared many
students waited until the "night before" the test to
begin studying.

What was being sought were

"test-taking techniques."

The group separated

suggestions into two sections: "preparing for a test"
and "taking a test."
test"

Techniques to "prepare for a

Included: prediction of questions to be asked;

use of "SQ3R" study plan; getting adequate rest the

night before; eating a good breakfast on test day; and.
remaining calm.

Techniques to "taking a test"

Included: "skimming" over the entire exam: pacing)
answering questions that you are sure of first;
guessing at answers unsure of; reading directions
carefully;

listening to instructions carefully; and,

checking all work before handing in test.
S.tAff Development Session 4--Feedbank
The assessment form (see Appendix I) was
distributed and participants knew what they had to do.
Feedback disclosed the following:
1.

There always was familiarity on the part of
the researcher as to content

2.

There always was responsiveness to concern of
participants by the researcher

3.

There always was relevance of the researcher
to inquires

4.

There always was pertinent examples used by
the researcher

5.

There always was on-going participation during
the workshop

6.

There always was clear presentation of
material by the researcher

7.

There always was relevance of techniques and
data disseminated for use after the workshop
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8.

There ire.guent 1 y was relevance of the staff
development session agenda to participants needs

9.

There lE&guent1v was evidence of organization
Comments from two of the participants revealed

that the agenda for this session was relevant, but, due
to the meaningful ness of the sharing and time
constraints, they wanted additional time to continue
the reading rate discussion.

Another comment revealed

that more time should be devoted to the practice of the
"SQ3R" study plan.
Staff Development Session 5
April 26, 1990
Introduction
The researcher thanked the participants for their
feedback.

Reading rate (words read per minute) and the

strategies required to improve it,

in conjunction with

the ability to vary the rate according to purpose were
topics that teachers were uncomfortable with and needed
further discussion.

The desire for additional practice

in the technique of "SQ3R" with social studies
textbooks was apparent and in time the students would
benefit from their expanded sessions. The researcher
agreed to arrange for further sharing at a mutually
agreeable time.

Eurpose
This staff development session concentrated on New
York State mandated requirements, procedures for
assessment and grading, designing an Implementation
timeline, and, providing a format for collecting data.'
The session consisted of four objectives and four
related behaviors.
Object Ives
Planned objectives for staff development session 5
were as follows:
1.

To familiarize participants with New York State
Regents Action Plan mandated assessment
procedures

2.

To become cognizant of prescribed methods for
grading New York State mandated exams

3.

To outline an implementation timeline for
initiating the reading skills of
understanding, studying, and, evaluating into
social studies courses

4.

To col 1aborative1y prepare a format for
collecting data: attendance, grades, attitudes,
personal

interests, and, reading goals

Process
The following behaviors coincided with the
objectives by number:
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Behavior 1—Assessment Procedure
Due to an Increased concern with the quality of
education. New York State mandated two crIter lareferenced, Regents, or. Competency exams, In social
studies (Global Studies and U.S. History and
Government).

The exams assess "basic" specific skills

and are scored referenced a specific cutoff point.
Successful grades on these, as well as additional
minimum competency exams, are required In order to
graduate from high school.
The group expressed concerns regarding students'
success on the mandated social studies exams
requirements.

The group reviewed previously

administered social studies mandated exams for format
and content.

It was agreed that the assessments taking

place in the classroom had to be constructed in a
parallel

fashion.

Directions and vocabulary were the

focal points to be stressed.
Behavior 2--Gradlng
While discussing the New York State mandated
requirements, the procedure for grading was
simultaneously addressed.

Agreement was reached that

the scoring of assignments was to coincide with the
procedure as established by the Regents Action Plan.
The New York State Regents Competency Test
required students to write two ten point essays on U.S.

History and Government.
and a Part "B“

Each question had a Part "v

for a total of ten points.

Part "A* was

similar to the "pre-wrltlng" done In English class,
this part,

students were asked to list factual

information about a topic.
Teachers rated Part "A"

This was worth four points.

items on the basis of accuracy

as well

as how the

general

topic of the question.

items listed were connected to the
Part "B" was an essay

based on the response to Part "A".
points.

in

It was worth six

Teachers rated it by quickly judging whether

the students provided accurate information,
organization,

logical

and, an explanation of the terms and

ideas presented.
Behavior 3--Imp1ementation Timeline
The researcher and the participants
col 1aborative1y delineated the following timeline for
implementing the reading skills of understanding,
study,

and, evaluation into social studies courses:

Monday, April

9,

1990.Administer class selection
for study participation

Tuesday, April

10,

1990.Administer "Personal
Inventory"

Wednesday, April

11,

to students

1990...Administer "Social
Checklist"

Studies

to students

Thursday, April

12,

1990-Administer "Reading
Goals Checklist"to
students

Friday, April

13,

1990.Administer "Learning
Style Check 1 1st"

to

students
Wednesday, April

18,

Thursday, May 31,

1990-

Administer reading/

1990.study skills in social
studies assignments

Friday, June 1,

1990.Administer post "Reading
Goals Checklist survey"

Behavior 4--Col1ecting Data
Participants were advised to provide the
researcher with the following data in order to validate
the action research:
1.

Participating students''
May,

1988, California Achievement Test

reading and social
2.

third,

and,

1989-1990 school

in

studies

Participating students'
second,

3.

earned scores on the

attendance during the

fourth quarters of the

year

Participating students'

earned grades and

corresponding attitude grades during the second,
third,

and,

school

year

fourth quarters of the 1989-1990

4. Oral/written comments during the process of the
action research from participating teachers
Staff Development Session 5--Feerih*rk
An assessment form (see Appendix I) was provided
and the participants were expected to complete and
return

it the following day.

Feedback revealed the following:
1.

There always was familiarity on the part of
the researcher as to content

2.

There always was responsiveness to concerns of
participants by the researcher

3.

There frequent 1v was relevance of the
researcher to inquires

4.

There frequent 1v was pertinent examples used
by the researcher

5.

There always was on-going participation during
the workshop

6.

There always was clear presentation by the
researcher

7.

There always was relevance of techniques and
data disseminated for use after the workshop

8.

There frequent 1v was relevance of the staff
development session agenda to participants
needs

9.

There a 1 wavs was evidence of organization

All

forms reflected comments concerning the desire

for further sessions.

Participants shared the opinion

that concentration on teaching reading/study skills in
social

studies was a vital

component for students In

order for them to demonstrate mastery on mandated New
York State exams.

Summary
Five staff development sessions on the diagnosis,
prescription,

and remediation of students' weaknesses

In reading social

studies materials were presented at

Roosevelt Junior Senior High School, Roosevelt, New
York,

for three participants (two social

studies

teachers and one Chapter I Reading Teacher) from
February 6,

1990 to April

3,

Collaborative sharing,
and,

1990.
the review of

literature,

a self-examination framework, gave the five staff

development sessions focus on developmental

reading

instruction strategies to be used in the content area
of social

studies.

The participants and the researcher

designed the objectives and accompanying behaviors for
the sessions.
As the researcher/participant was involved in the
dally undertakings of the project, there was observable
Intervention when problems arose.
non-obtruslve measures,

A variety of

for example, needs assessment.
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interest

Inventory,

a reading goals checklist, a

learning styles checklist, a perception of
qualification

in reading instruction survey, a

preferred roles of a reading consultant survey.
Informal

assessment of students, and a workshop

assessment, were used to verify the resuslts of the
case study.

An audio-taping of the workshops and

lessons, and informal

discussion occurred permitting

the collection of data and enabling the participants to
review an expand upon developments.
teachers'

Patterns of

and students' behavior were looked for.

Evidence of effective teaching was observable and
was reflected in students' achievements of teachers'
prepared evaluations as well
climate.

Teachers'

as an Improved school

enthusiasm were reflected in

eagerness to incorporate additional
area curriculum.

skills into content

The eagerness of the participants to

Implement the strategies in the classroom and to share
with colleagues, substantiated intentions toward the
plan.

Teachers,

charged with empowerment, were

attempting to make a lasting change, and trying to do a
better job of
students.

instructing for the benefit of the

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The results of the action research will be
presented in this chapter.

The chapter begins with

demographic characteristics of students in the three
selected classes, provides results of a fifteen
question "pre" and "post" "Reading Goals Checklist,"
and, offers a synopsis of change in students' grades,
attendance, and, attitudes during four quarters of
1989-1990 school year.

The intent of this action

research was to confirm the process of planning,
implementing, and, assessing a col 1aborative 1 y
developed staff development project with faculty
members employing strategies and techniques enabling
the pre-examination of teaching reading, and,
identifying skills and processes students need to
perform well within the discipline of social studies.
Five propositions were devised to approach the
teaching of reading:
1.

To incorporate reading in the content areas as
a component of the Chapter I Reading Program

2.

To make all faculty members responsible for
helping students read in the content areas

3.

To change the focus from teaching content to
reading and understanding content
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4.

To emphasize the commonality of skills In all
content areas and specific application to each
content area,

for example, study skills,

comprehension, and vocabulary
5.

To collaboratively devise a staff development
undertaking to promote increased student
achievement as assessed by New York State
mandated exams

Demographic Characteristic
Demographic characteristics of each class are
reflected in TABLES 2 through 4.

TABLE 2, reflects the

demographic characteristics of the students in the
seventh grade

level

B social

studies class.

age of the males was 13.2 years, and,
years.

The mean

females,

13.4

There were twenty-six students enrolled in the

course—ten Black males,

thirteen Black females, two

Hispanic males and one Hispanic female.
Academically,

the females achieved a higher yearly

average than the males--females 82.9%, and, males
81.1%.
B social

None of the students failed seventh grade level
studies during the 1989-1990 school

year.
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TABLE 2

Demographic Characteristics of the Seventh Grade
Level B
Social Studies Class
Teacher 1

Age (mean)
Sex (n)
Race (n)
B1 ack
White
Others
Academic Average
(1989-90)
Failures (n)
(69-0)

Ma 1 es
13.2
12
10
0
2
81.1%
0

Fema1es
13.4
14

Total

13
0
1

23
0
3

82.9%
0

26

82%
0

Demographic characteristics of students in the
tenth grade level C social studies class are reflected
in TABLE 3.

The mean age of males was 16.9 years, and,

females, 17.3 years.

There were thirty-seven students

enrolled in the course--nine Black males, nineteen
Black females, four Hispanic males, and five Hispanic
females.
Academically, males achieved a higher yearly
average than females—males, 75.1%, and, females, 74o.
There were three failures for the year, all three were
females.

TABLE 3

Demographic Characteristics of the Tenth Grade
Level C
Social Studies Class
Teacher 2

Males
16.9
13

Age (mean)
Sex Cn)
Race (n)
B1 ack
White
Others
Academic Average
(1989-90)
Fai1ures (n)
(69-0)

9
0
4
75.1%
0

Females
17.3
24

Total
37

19
0
5

28
0
9

74%

74.5%

3

3

Demographic characteristics of students in the
eighth grade Chapter I Reading class are reflected in
TABLE 4.
females,

The mean age of males was 14.2 years, and,
14.8 years.

There were eighteen students

enrolled in the course—six Black males, nine Black
females,

and three Hispanic females.

Academically,

females achieved a higher yearly

average than males—females, 79.8%, and, males, 77.1%.
None of the students failed the course during the
1989-1990 school

year.

TABLE 4

Demographic Characteristics of the
Eighth Grade Chapter I
Reading Class
Teacher 3

Age (mean)
Sex (n)
Race <n)
Black
White
Other
Academic Average
(1989-90)
Fai1ures (n)
(69-0)

Mai es
14.2
6

Females
14.8
12

6
0
0

9
0
3

77.1%

79.8%

0

0

Total
18
15
0
3
78.4%
0

Reading Goals Checklist
A fifteen question "pre"
Checklist"

"Reading Goals

(see Appendix B) was distributed to students

in three classes during April
students'

and "post"

reading goals.

Tables 5 through 19.

and June,

1990, to assess

The outcomes are reflected in
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TABLE 5,

reflects results of students'

replies to

questions 1,

11 Do you set purposes before you read?"

The April

1990, outcome evidenced that the majority

5f

of students among the three classes replied that they
"never"
1,

set purposes before reading.

1990,

40%,

and,

However, the June

outcome showed the majority of students (53%,
33%,

"sometimes"

respectively) replied that they

set purposes before reading.

TABLE 5
Questlon
Replles

1 .

Do you set purposes before you read9

Repl lers

Percentages

Repliers

Percentages

7th Grade Social Studies B - Teacher 1
April 5, 1990
June 1, 1990
3
57.
1
A1 ways
4
147
3
Usual 1y
11
337.
7
Sometimes
3
197.
4
Sel dom
0
297.
6
Never
Teacher
10th Grade Social Studies C
0
07.
0
A1 ways
0
07
0
Usual 1y
12
347.
10
Sometlmes
9
267
8
Sel dom
10
407.
12
Never
Chapter
1 Reading - T £
8th Grade
0
07.
0
A1ways
n
dL
67
1
Usual 1y
/
O
227.
4
Sometlmes
5
227
4
Sel dom
507.
9
Never

.

147.
197
537.
147
07
07.
07
407.
297
317

.

1
07
117
337.
287
287.

TABLE 6 reflects results of students' replies to
question 2,

"Do you relate your

experiences to what you read?"

Interests and
The April 5,

1990,

outcome evidenced that the majority of students from
three classes (33%,

63%, and, 22%, respectively)

replied they "seldom", and,

(39%) replied they

"sometimes", related their Interests and experiences to
what they read.
students (45%,

On June 1,

the majority of

and 44%, respectively) replied they

"sometimes", and,
their

1990,

(50%) replied they "usually"

related

interests and experiences to what they read.
TABLE 6

Questlon

Replies

2.

Do you relate your interests and
experiences to what you read?

Repl iers

Percentages

Repliers

Percentages

7th Grade Social Studies B - Teacher
June 1 ,
April 5-, 1990
10*/
2
A1ways
19'/
4
Usual 1y
10
33’/.
7
Sometimes
4
3314
7
Seldom
0
57.
1
Never
Teacher
10th Grade Social Studies C ~

07

0
A1ways
37
1
Usual 1y
n
77
Z.
Sometimes
637
19
Seldom
277
8
Never
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading
A1ways
Usual 1y
Sometimes
Sel dom
Never

0
5
7
4

2

07
287
397
227
117

0

4
13
9
4
Teacher
0
9
8

1
0

1990
147
237
457
187
07
07
137
447
307
137
3
07
507
447
67
07
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TABLE 7,
question 3,
replies of

reflects results of students' replies to

"Do you try to picture what you read?"
the April

5,

The

1990 survey reflected the

majority of students (23%, 50%, and, 45%, respectively)
"seldom"

tried to picture what they read.

comparison,

In

the outcome of replies to the June 1,

1990,

survey reflected the majority of students (52%, 46%,
and,

28%,

respectively)

"sometimes"

tried to picture

what they read.

TABLE 7
Question
Replies

3.

Do you try to picture what you read'?

Rep 1 lers

7th

F'ercentages

Repl lers

Percentages

Grade Social Studies B - Teacher 1
Apr i 1 5 , 1990
June 1 , 1990

47.
A1ways
1
97
4
Usual 1y
297
6
287
9
437.
Sometimes
11
527.
o
237.
Sel dom
5
97
O
0
97.
Z.
Never
07
10th Grade Social Studies C - Teacher o
0
07
0
A1ways
OX
3
17
37
1
Usual 1y
14
467.
347.
10
Somet iines
407
12
507
15
Sel dom
37.
1
137.
4
Never
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading - Teacher 3
67
1
0
07
A1ways
c
337.
6
287
Usua11y
cr
287.
227.
4
Sometimes
337
6
457
8
Sel dom
07
0
57
1
Never
■J
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TABLE 8,
question 4,

reflects results of students'' replies to

"Do you use different reading speeds to

suit your reading purposes?"
5,

1990,

and the June 1,

The outcome of the April

1990, survey reflected the

majority of students (48%, 60%, and, 50%, respectively
in April) and (48%, 57%, and, 61%, respectively
June)

"seldom"

in

used different reading speeds to suit

their reading purposes.

Forty-eight percent (48%) of

students in seventh grade level
replied "sometimes"

B social

in both April

studies class

and June.

TABLE 8
4 .

Question

Do you use different
readlng purposes'7

Repllers

Replles

Percentages

speeds

to

Repllers

suit

your

Percentages

7th Grade Social Studies B - T eacher 1
June 1, 1990
Apr i 1 5, 1990
A1ways
Usual 1y
Sometimes

0
0
0
10

Seldom
Never

1 1
10th

A1 ways
Usual 1y
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
8th

Grade
0
0
2
18
10
Grade

A1ways
Usual 1y
Sometimes

d
0
3

Seldom

9

Never

8

(j
0

07.
07
07
487
527.

4

10
7
Studies C -

07.
07.
197.
487
337.

07

Teacher 2
0
07.

07

0

Social

07
177.
577
267

cr

IV.

J

17

607
337

.

8

Chapter

07.
07

1

.

177
507
337.

Reading

-

Teacher

0
0
5
11

I
07
07
287.
617
117.

*

TABLE 9,
question 5,

reflects results of students' replies to

"Do you remember what you read?"

The

outcome of both surveys reflected the majority of
students,
and 14%,

(29%, 60%, and,
57%,

and, 33%,

44%, respectively In April

respectively

In June) "seldom"

remembered what they read, with the largest percentage
(60%) reported In April
social

by the tenth grade level

C

studies class.

TABLE 9
Questlon
Rep 1 ies

5.

Do you remember what you read?

Repllers

Percentages

Repllers

Percentages

7th Grade Social Studies B - T eacher 1
April 5, 1990
June 1, 1990
A1ways
1
57.
147
3
3
5
Usual 1y
147
247
487
10
487.
10
Sometlmes
6
297
3
147
Sel dom
0
07
1
47
Never
O
Teacher
10th Grade Social Studies C
07
’0
07.
0
A1ways
n
4
137
77
j/L
Usual 1y
4
137
137
4
Sometimes
17
577
607
18
Sel dom
177.
5
207
6
Never
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading - Teacher 3
67.
1
07
0
A1ways
227
4
07
0
Usual 1y
397.
7
397
7
Sometimes
337
6
447
8
Sel dom
Xm

1 13

TABLE 10,
question 6,

reflects results of students' replies to

"Do you read for understanding, even If

It

sometimes means rereading sentences or paragraphs?"
The outcome of
"seldom"

the two surveys reflected that students

read for understanding when it means rereading

sentences or paragraphs.

The largest percentage,

sixty-seven (67%), was reported by students in
grade level
ten point

B social studies class in June which was a

Increase from April.

grade level

B social

studies

fourteen point decrease
"never"
Apr 11

seventh

In addition,

seventh

class evidenced a

in replies indicating

reread material,

students

<33% to 19%, respectively from

to June ) .
TABLE 10

Question 6.

Repl ies

Do you read for understanding, even if
it sometimes means rereading sentences
or paragraphs?
Rep) iers

Percentages

Repl iers

Percentages

7th Grade Social Studies B - Teacher 1
June 1 , 1990
Apr i 1 5, 1990
0*4
0
0*4
0
A1 ways
5*4
1
0
0
Usual 1y
9*4
2
10
Sometimes
67*4
14
57*4
12
Sel dom
19*4
4
33*4
7
Never
2
Teacher
Social
Studies
C
10th Grade
0*4
0
0*4
0
A1 ways
16*4
5
6*4
2
Usual 1y
47*4
14
27*4
8
Sometimes
10*4
3
27*4
8
Sel dom
27*4
8
40*4
12
Never
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading - Teacher 3
11*4
2
5*4
1
A1ways
28*4
5
15*4
3
Usual 1y
33*4
6
22*4
4
Sometimes
11*4
2
28*4
5
Sel dom
17*4
3
28*4
5
Never
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TABLE 11,
question 7,

reflects results of students' replies to

"Do you make a quick survey of the material

before you begin to read?"
and June,

The outcome of the April

1990 surveys evidenced the majority of

replies indicated students "seldom" made quick surveys
of materials before beginning to read.
percentages

In April,

grade Chapter

I

The largest

sixty-seven, (67%),

from eighth

reading class, was a twenty-three point

increase from the reported replies of forty-four
percent,

(44%)

In the same category during June.

TABLE
Questlon

7.

Do you make a quick survey o-f the
material before you begin to read?

Repliers

Replles

7th

A1ways

11

Percentages

Repliers

Percentages

Grade Social Studies B - Teacher 1
June 1, 1990
Apr i'1 5, 1990
0

c*

147.
11
487
4
297
6
Seldom
2
0
97
Never
Teacher
10th Grade Social Studies C
0
07
0
A1ways
0
07
0
Usual 1 y
16
267
8
Sometimes
12
577
17
Seldom
O
cr
jL
177
Never
- Teacher
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading
0
07
0
A1ways
3
07
0
Usual 1y
n
6
117
jL
Sometimes
8
677
12
Seldom
1
227
4
Never

Usual 1y
Sometimes

3

97
237
507
187
07

07
•J

10

n

07
07
537
407
77
3
07
177
337
447
67
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Tab,e

12, reject, resu,ts Q< students,

quest ion 8,

,Do you read th„ chipter

rep|lei t&
^

questions -from the teacher
eacher and author before you read
the chapter?"
repUes

The outco

in April,

reflected th=
ected the majority o-f -

stated students "never" read the

chapter su«ry and questions from teacher and author
before reading the chapter.
demonstrated a,,
percentages

three classes had decreases

(82* 57'/., and,

students who

June results, however,

447., respectively,

in the
of

"never" read the chapter summary and

questions from teacher and author before reading the
chapter .
TABLE 12
Question 8.

Repl ies

Do you read the chapter summary and
questions from the teacher and author
before you read the chapter?

Repl iers

Percentages

Repl lers

Percentages

7th Grade Social Studies B - Teacher 1
June 1, 1990
Apr i 1 5., 1990
07
0
07.
0
A1 ways
o
97.
aL
07
0
Usual 1y
c
n
._l
237
97.
Z.
Sometimes
n
417
9
97
Sel dom
277
6
827.
17
Never
Teacher
10th Grade Social Studies C
07.
0
07
0
A1ways
07
0
07
0
Usual 1y
c*
377.
11
,_l
167.
Sometimes
237.
7
277
8
Sel dom
407
12
577.
17
Never
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading - Teacher 3
07
0
07.
0
A1ways
07
0
07
0
Usual 1y
177
n/
3
127.
Sometimes
61 L
11
447
8
Sel dom
^2/.
4
447.
8
Never
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Table
question
you

13,

9,

"Do you know which

enjoy reading about?"

majority of
students

respect

1

them

knew which

(42%,

30%,

the majority o-f
vel y)

studies

and,
in

Rep 1 ies

9.

44%,

survey

studies
the

indicated

social

studies

respectively).

<527 ,

knew which

54*/,

and,

areas o-f

33*/,

social

them.

13

Do you know which
you enjoy reading

Repl iers

social

the June survey,

students

"sometimes"

interested

areas of

TABLE
Question

areas of

replies to

The outcome demonstrated

three classes responded

however,

students'

responses from the April

"seldom"

interested
All

reflects results of

Percentages

areas o-f
about?

social

Repliers

studies

Percentages

?th Grade Social Studies B — Teacher 1
Apr i 1 5, 1990
June 1, 1990
A1ways
1
5*/.
2
97
Usual 1y
1
57
4
197
Sometimes
6
29*/.
11
527
Sel dom
9
42*/
3
147
Never
4
19*/
1
67
10th Grade Social Studies C - Teacher 2
A1ways
2
67.
67
Usual 1y
0
07
2
67
Sometimes
11
377
16
547
Sel dom
9
307
5
177
._l
Never
8
277
177
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading - Teacher 3
3
A1ways
177
177
3
n
JL
117
0
07
Usual 1y
337
6
117
2
Sometimes
287
447
5
8
Sel dom
o
287
117
5
Never
C*

117

Table

14,

reflects the results o-f

rep 1 les

to question

best'7"

The outcome revealed

surveyed

in

April ,

1 earned

best

1 argest

percentage,

June,

(49*/,

was reported

10,

"Do you know the way you
the majority o-f

"seldom"
27*/.,

knew the way

and,

507.,

thirty-three
in

"never"

they

in

reading
which

best,

and,

class by students who

they

they
The

evidenced

in

studies

knew the way

in

level
which

grade Chapter

"usually"

knew the

I
way

in

learned best.

TABLE

14

7th Grade Social Studies B
April 5, 1990

A1 ways
Usual 1y
Sometimes

students

respectively).
(337) ,

eighth

learn

in which

tenth grade social

C class by students who
learned

students'

0

07

2

97

.

Teacher 1
June 1, 1990
1
4

57
187.
367
327.

8
147
3
7
497
10
97
Seldom
2
287
6
Never
2
Social Studies C - Teacher
10th Grade
177
5
107
3
137
A1ways
4
37
1
207
Usual 1y
6
107
3
Sometimes
177
5
277
8
337.
Seldom
10
507
15
Never
- Teacher 3
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading
O
117
117
/i.
337.
A1 ways
6
117
177
Usual 1y
3
1
67
Sometimes
287.
9
507.
1 17
Seldom
4
227
“V

Never

.

118

TABLE 15, reflects results of students'1 replies to
question 11,
learn?"

"Do you keep a record of new words you

The outcome of the April

survey, proved the

majority of students (48%, 47%, and, 66%, respectively)
"never" kept a record of new words learned.

A review

of responses obtained from the tenth grade social
studies level

C class on the June survey, yielded the

largest percentage,
"sometimes"

fifty-four percent (54%),

kept a record of new words learned,

demonstrating a one point
reported on the April

increase from results

survey.
TABLE

Quest ion

1 1 .

Do you keep
1 earn?

Rep 1 lers

Replies

7th

A1ways
Usua11y
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
10th
A1ways
Usual 1y
Sometimes
Seldom
Never
8th

0
0
3
8
10
Grade
0

0
0
16
14
Grade

Percentages

Chapter

.

6

12

07
347
667

1

new words you

Repllers

B

Percentages

- Teacher 1
June 1, 1990

07
07
147
387
487
Social Studies C
07
07
07
537
477

07
07
)

o-f

a record

Grade Social Studies
April 5, 1990

A1 ways
Usual 1y
Somet lines
Seldom
Never

15

07

0
1
3
11
6
- Teacher
0
0
4
16
10

57
147
527
297
07
u /•
137
547
337

Reading
0
0
cr
j

5
8

07
07
287
287
447

119

Table
question

16, re-flects results o-f

12,

"Do you 1 ike to read?"

represented the majority of
April
6014,

al 1

3414, respectively) .

twenty-three point

increase,

1 iked

I

The outcome

1 iked to read

(1914,

There was, however,

a

the largest, represented

in the June survey by students
Chapter

replies to

respondents on the

survey revealed they "never"
and,

students'

in the eighth grade

Reading class reflecting they now "sometimes

to read .
TABLE 16

Question
Rep 1 ies

12.

Do you like to read'?

Repl lers

Percentages

Repl iers

Percentages

7th Grade Social Studies B - Teacher 1
June 1 , 1990
April 5, 1990

.

237.
147
3
Always
237
o
97.
4
Usual 1y
197.
4
247
5
Somet lines
297
6
347
7
Sel dom
67.
1
197.
4
Never
Teacher
10th Grade Social Studies C 07.
0
07.
0
Always
07
0
07
0
Usual 1y
337.
10
177
5
Sometimes
277
8
237
7
Sel dom
407.
12
607
18
Never
- Teacher 3
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading
07.
0
07.
0
Always
07
0
07
0
Usual 1y
677.
12
447.
8
Sometimes
117
227.
4
Sel dom
227.
347.
6
Never
-

.

iia

.

120
TABLE 17, reflects results of students' replies to
question 13,
study?"
(29%,

"Do you have a regular place and time to

The outcome reveals the majority of students

43%, and, 33%, respectively) shared they "never"

have a regular place and time to study.

The largest

recorded percentage, obtained from the June survey, was
forty-four percent (44%), and, represented a
thirty-three point

increase in the replies from the

eighth grade Chapter I reading class.

TABLE
Question

Replies

13.

17

Do you have a regul ar place and time
to study?

Repliers

Percentages

Repllers

Percentages

7th Grade Social Studies B - Teacher 1
June 1, 1990
April 5, 1990
07
0
A1 ways
/
197.
4
Usual 1y
9
337
7
Sometimes
3
197
4
Seldom
0
297
6
Never
10th Grade Social Studies C - Teacher
0
0
07
A1 ways
1
0
07.
Usual 1y
6
8
277
Sometimes
12
9
307.
Seldom
11
13
437.
Never
Teacher
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading
0
0
07.
A1ways
3
1
6V.
Usual 1y
8
2
117
Sometimes
9
507
Seldom
6
337
Never
“7

107
337.
437
147.
07
07
37.
207
407.
377
1
07
177.
447
287.
117

12 1

TABLE 18,
question

reflects results of students/ replies to

14, ."Do you take time to answer questions

given to you after you've read the chapter?
outcome of the April
students'

The

survey revealed the majority of

(33%, 56%, and, 39%, respectively) "never"

take time to answer questions given to them after
reading the chapter.
in June (43%,

However,

40%, and,

the majority of replies

44%, respectively)

respondents "sometimes,"

Indicated

take time to answer questions

given to them after reading the chapter.

TABLE
Questlon

Rep 1 les

14 .

18

Do you take time to answer questions
given to you after you've read the
chapter7

Rep ’1lers

Percentages

Repllers

Percentages

7th Grade Social Studies B - Teacher
•June 1 ,
Apr 11 5, 1990

1990

07
0
07
o
A1 ways
Cj
247
57
1
Usual 1y
437
9
197
4
Sometimes
247
S
437
9
Seldom
'n
107
337
7
Never
n
- Teacher
10th Grade Social Studies C
07
0
07
0
A1 ways
07
0
07
0
Usual 1y
407
12
177
5
Sometimes
277
8
277
8
Seldom
337
10
567
17
Never
Teacher
8th Grade Chapter 1 Reading
07
0
07
O
A1 ways
07
0
07
0
Usual 1y
447
8
n
117
Sometimes
287
507
9
Seldom
287
397
7
Never

.

TABLE 19, reflects results of students' replies to
question 15,

"Can you tell which areas you need to

review after you've read the chapter?"
the survey

in April

(33%,

and, 39%,

40%,

The outcome of

revealed the majority of students
respectively) "never"

could

Identify areas needed to review after reading the
chapter, with the June survey reflecting that the
majority of students (36%, 46%, and,
were

sometimes,"

39%, respectively)

able to tel 1 which areas needed

review after reading the chapter.

TABLE
Quest

1

on

Rep 1 ies

15 .

Can you tell which areas
review after you've read

Rep 1 iers

7th

19

Percentages

Rep 1

you need to
the chapter?
1

ers

Percentages

Grade Social Studies B - T eacher 1
June 1, 1990
Apr i 1 5, 1990

O
97
0*/
0
A1ways
O
_l
237
107.
Usual 1y
367
8
337
7
Sometimes
147
3
247
5
Seldam
187
4
337
7
Never
n
10th Grade Social Studies C - Teacher
07
0
07
0
A1 ways
5
177
2
77
Usual 1y
467
14
307
9
Sometimes
207
6
237
7
Seldom
177
5
407
12
Never
Reading - T eacher
8th Grade Chapter
OV.
0
07
0
Always
17 V.
3
67
1
Usual 1y
397
7
337
6
Sometimes
22*/.
4
227
4
Seldom
no*/
“1/
4
397
Never
CT

jL JL- /■
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Students' Grades. Attendance, and

Attitudes

TABLES 20 through 22, reflect a comparison of
students'

grades,

attendance, and, attitudes for four

quarters during the 1989-1990 school
in TABLE 20,
grade

level

the mean grade for
B social

year. As reflected

students in seventh

studies remained constant (80.68%)

during first and second quarters.

However, both third

and fourth quarters reflected increases.

There was a

2.73 increase between second and third quarters, from
80.68% to 83.41%,

and,

a 2.30

increase between third

and fourth quarters from 83.41% to 85.71%.
Reference to students' attitudes during first
quarter,

reflected a mean score of 85.23% with a

decrease of
quarter.

1.37 from 85.23% to 83.86% in second

As evidenced by mean scores of 87.27% in

third quarter and 89.29% in fourth quarter,

there were

increases of 3.41 and 2.02 respectively.
Mean attendance for the class during first quarter
was 86.14%.
1.50%.

Second quarter evidenced a decrease of

However,

there was a 4.86 increase

in

attendance from 84.64% to 89.50% during third quarter,
and,

a 2.36 increase from 89.50% to 91.86% during

fourth quarter.
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Mean grade for students In tenth grade
social

level C

studies class as reported in TABLE 21,

indicated

growth during the first three quarters of the 1989-1990
school

year.

There was, however, a 1.46 decrease

during fourth quarter,

as evidenced by a mean grade of

77.32% in third quarter compared to 75.86% in fourth
quarter.
A 5.77 increase was reported between first and
second quarters reported mean attitudes of 70.18% and
75.96% respectively.

There was an

increase of 4.04 of

mean attitudes between second and third quarters, but,
fourth quarter showed a decline of 0.17 as mean
attitude fell

from 80% to 79.83%.

The first three quarters evidenced increases in
mean attendance as reflected in 75.92% during first
quarter,

76.88% during second quarter, and, 82.25%

during third quarter.

Fourth quarter, however,

demonstrated a decline of 0.91, with a reported mean
average of 81.34%.
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In eighth grade Chapter I reading class, TABLE 22,
there was an

Increase

the 1989-1990 school

In grades during four Quarters of
year.

Seventy-six point zero

seven percent was the mean academic grade earned during
first quarter, with a 1.43 Increase to 77.50% during
second quarter.

Third quarter Indicated an

Increase of

2.19, with a mean earned grade Increasing from 77.50%
to 79.69%.

The

increase during fourth quarter was

1.70, raising the mean grade earned from 79.69% to
81.39%.
Students'1

attitudes reflected a mean of 78.21% for

first quarter.

There was a 1.08 increase during second

quarter,
rate

raising the mean from 78.21% to 79.29%.

The

increase was 2.27 during third quarter as the mean

rose from 79.29% to 81.56%.

The mean

Increased during

third and fourth quarters from 81.56% to 83.33%.
The class reflected a mean attendance rate for
first quarter of 78.29%, while second quarter evidenced
an

increase of

79.93%.

1.64,

elevating the mean attendance to

Third quarter reflected a mean attendance of

80.94%, which,

indicated a lessor

during first and second quarters.
evidenced a 3.34
80.94% to 84.28%.

increase <1.01) than
Fourth quarter

increase, raising mean attendance from
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TABLES 23 through 25,
students

Indicate changes In means of

grades, attitudes, and, attendance for three

classes during the 1989-1990 school

year.

TABLE 23, reflects no change (0) occurred In the
students'

grades for first through second quarters in

seventh grade level

B social studies class.

Also,

there were no positive changes reflected during the
same period in students' attitudes and attendance
(-1.37 and -1.50 respectively).

Second through fourth

quarters, however, reflected positive changes, with the
most significant demonstrated during second through
third quarters (4.86 increase

in attendance).

TABLE 23

Changes in Means of Students' Grades, Attitudes,
and. Attendance in the Seventh Grade Level
Social

Studies Class

1st - 2nd Quarter
0.00
-1.37
-1 .50

Grades
Attitudes
Attendance
2nd - 3rd Quarter

+ 2.73
+3.41
+ 4.86

Grades
Attitudes
Attendance
3rd - 4th Quarter
Grades
Attitudes
Attendance

+2.30
+2.02
+2.36

B

131

TABLE 24, reveals during first and second
quarters, positive changes were reported in students'
grades, attitudes, and, attendance In tenth grade level
C social

studies class.

The largest

Increase was

reflected in students' attitudes C5.78).

Positive

Increases continued to be evidenced from second through
third quarters in all

areas with a 5.37 mean change,

the most significant,

in attendance.

Growth, however,

was not reflected in any areas during third and fourth
quarters.

TABLE 24

Changes in Means of Students' Grades, Attitudes,
and. Attendance

in the Tenth Grade Level C

Social

Studies Class

1st - 2nd Quarter
+ 4.15
+ 5.78
+0.96

Grades
Att1tudes
Attendance
2nd - 3rd Quarter

+ 4.24
+ 4.00
+5.37

Grades
Attitudes
Attendance
3rd - 4th Quarter
Grades
Attltudes
Attendance

-1.46
-0.30
-0.91

As TABLE 25 disclosed,

there were positive changes

reported in students' grades, attitudes, and,
attendance

in eighth grade Chapter I reading class

during first and second quarters.

During third

quarter, positive changes were revealed in students'
grades,

attitudes,

and attendance, with attitudes

demonstrating the largest

increase (2.27).

Fourth

quarter continued to show positive changes with a 3.34
increase

in attendance being most significant.

TABLE 25

Changes in Means of Students' Grades, Attitudes,
and. Attendance in the Eighth Grade
Chapter I Reading Class

1st - 2nd Quarter
+ 1.43
+ 1 .08
+ 1.64

Grades
Attitudes
Attendance
2nd - 3rd Quarter

+2.19
+2.27
+ 1.01

Grades
Attitudes
Attendance
3rd - 4th Quarter
Grades
Attitudes
Attendance

+ 1.70
+ 1.77
+3.34
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TABLE 26, recapitulated the changes In the mean
for students' grades,
seventh grade
level
I

level

C social

attitudes, and, attendance

B social

studies class,

in

tenth grade

studies class, and, eighth grade Chapter

reading class, at the Roosevelt Junior Senior High

School

during the 1989-1990 school

As reflected in TABLE 26,
areas,

year.

there were only two

from first through second quarters, not

evidencing growth occurring in seventh grade social
studies level

B class,

and revealed a decrease in

attitudes and, attendance of 1.37 and 1.50
respectively.

The other two classes showed increases

in grades, attitudes, and, attendance, with the largest
increase (5.78)
tenth grade

in students' attitudes obtained from

level

C social

studies class.

From second through third quarters, seventh grade
level

B social

social

studies class,

tenth grade level C

studies class, and, eighth grade Chapter I

reading class, demonstrated overall positive shifts in
means for grades,
Although,

attitudes, and, attendance.

the most significant change, 5.37, was

reported in tenth grade level C social
there was positive growth
social

studies class,

in seventh grade level

B

studies class in categories of attitudes and

attendance, where previously there was none.
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Third to fourth quarters showed positive changes
In means of all

three categories for two of the

cl asses-seventh grade

level

B social

eighth grade Chapter I reading.
social
of

studies,

and,

Tenth grade level

C

studies class evidenced no positive gains In any

the three categories, with the largest decrease

(1.46) reported In students' grades during third
through fourth quarter.

TABLE 26

Synopsis of Changes In Means of Students' Grades,
Attitudes, and, Attendance In the Three Classes
during the 1989-1990 School Year

7th
Grade B
Social
Studies

Grades
At 11 tudes
Attendance

Grades
Att1tudes
Attendance

Grades
Attitudes
Attendance

10th
Grade C
Social
Studies

8th
Grade
Chapter I
Reading

Mean
Changes

0.00
-1.37
-1.50

1st - 2nd Quarter
+ 1.43
+ 4.15
+ 1 .08
+5.78
+ 1.64
+0.96

+1 .86
+ 1.83
+ 0.37

+2.73
+3.41
+ 4.86

2nd - 3rd Quarter
+ 2.19
+ 4.24
+2.27
+ 4.04
+ 1 .01
+5.37

+ 3.05
+3.24
+3.75

+2.30
+2.02
+ 2.36

3rd - 4th Quarter
+ 1.70
-1.46
+ 1.77
-0.17
+3.34
-0.91

+ 0.85
+ 1.21
+ 1.60
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Summary
Chapter

IV, offered the results of planning.

Implementing,

and,

assessing a col 1 aborat i ve 1 y

developed staff development project, strategies, and,
techniques,

enabllng the pre—examlnation of teaching

reading using social
of

studies content, with the intent

identifying skills and processes which students

needed to perform within the discipline of social
studies.
This study was comprised of three classes, one
seventh grade
level

C social

reading.

level

B social

studies,

studies, one tenth grade

and, one eighth grade Chapter I

Eighty-one students participated in the

action research,
Ethnically,

fifty females and thirty-one males.

there were forty-one Black females,

twenty-five Black males, nine Hispanic females, and,
six Hispanic males.
years,

females,

The mean age of students was 15.0

15.2 and males,

Academically,

females earned and maintained a

higher yearly average
classes.

14.8,

in two of three respective

No males failed any course, however, three

females failed for the 1989-1990 school

year.
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A fifteen question "pre" and "post"
Checklist" was administered April 5,
1990.

"Reading Goals

1990, and. June 1,

The outcomes reflected the majority of the

students:
1.

"Sometimes"

set purposes before reading

2.

"Sometimes"

related their interests and

experiences to what they read
3.

Sometimes"

4.

"Seldom"

tried to picture what they read

used different reading speeds to suit

their reading purposes
5.

"Seldom"

remembered what they read

6.

"Seldom"

read for understanding when it meant

rereading sentences or paragraphs
7.

"Seldom" made a quick survey of material
before beginning to read

8.

"Never"

read the chapter summary an questions

from the teacher and author before reading the
chapter
9.

"Sometimes" knew which areas of social

studies

interested them
10.

"Seldom"

knew the way in which they

learned

best
11.

"Sometimes"

kept a record of new word learned

12.

"Sometimes"

liked to read

13.

"Sometimes" had a regular place and time to
study

14.

Sometimes

took time to answer Questions given

to them after they read the chapter
15.

"Sometimes" were able to tell which area they
needed to review after they read the chapter
The following are some comments that were made by

junior and senior high students on an Informal
assessment, distributed after the study,
reading In their social
1.

studies classes:

When an assignment was given,
begin and was able to complete

2.

regarding

I did not mind reading all

I knew where to
it, on time.

of those pages

because I understood what I was reading.
3.

Reading is not boring anymore.

4.

Topics that

5.

Finding out how I

6.

Reading is more than just answering questions.

7.

Sections of the textbook were used that I did

I am interested in are fun to read.
learn was important.

not use before.
8.

I passed most of the tests once I
study.

learned how t
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Some concerns that were

Informal 1 y expressed by

members of the faculty, regarding teaching skills In
the content area of social

studies, after the study

were:
1 .

Co 11aborat 1 on among teachers helped in
diagnosing students'1

content area reading

1 eve 1s.
2.

Incorporating reading/study skills promoted
students'"

3.

I became

independence in reading.
less frustrated while teaching social

studies content.
4.

Incorporating group and individualized reading
assignments aided in creating a classroom
atmosphere conducive to social

5.

studies learning.

Assignments were planned to meet students'"
reading differences and capabilities.

6.

On-going assessment of students' reading
strengths and weaknesses, reduced the
embarrassment of placing students with limited
reading skills "on the spot."

7.

It was encouraging to know that another social
studies teacher felt uncomfortable in not
reaching some of the students.

8.

Brainstorming content area reading strategies
was a non-threatening way to Increase my
teaching style.

9.

It was reassuring to know that the Chapter I
reading teacher was available.
A comparison of students' grades, attitudes, and,

attendance were presented for the four quarters of the
1989-1990 school

year.

reflect meaningful

The results presented did not

changes during the year

in each

c1 ass.
Chapter V, will

present effects and

recommendations for future staff development,
forthcoming involvements,

and, conclusions.

CHAPTER V

OVERVIEW,

AFFECTS,

DEVELOPMENT,

RESULTS,

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STAFF

FORTHCOMING IMPLICATIONS,

AND,

CONCLUSIONS

Overview

This dissertation documented the process of
planning,

implementing,

and,

assessing a

col 1aborat1vely developed project which created
strategies and techniques enabling the pre-examination
of

teaching reading within social

at

the Roosevelt Junior Senior High School

1989-1990 school
result

year.

studies content area

The study originated as a

of provisions mandated by the

State Board of

during the

1984 New York

Education approved Regents Action Plan.

The researcher was motivated to provide ways to enhance
faculty members existing skills by offering
developmental

reading

Instruction strategies to be used

in content area.
Planned staff
assist
content
obtain

junior and senior high school
area teachers,

and,

observable,

and,

I

studies

reading teacher

prescribe,

strengths and weaknesses

measurable,

social

a Chapter

techniques to diagnose,

students'

social

development sessions were offered to

and,

evaluate

leading to a

testable demonstration of

studies content mastery.

Faculty members

exchanged views and behaviors, and, developed concepts
and Ideas during the five staff development sessions.
Three participating faculty members Incorporated
developmental reading instruction strategies using
social studies content

into their classes; a seventh

grade social studies level

B class,

a tenth grade level

C social studies class, and, an eighth grade Chapter I
reading class.

Faculty members obtained students'

grades, comments reflecting attitudes, and, attendance,
for their respective classes during four quarters of
the 1989-1990 school year, and, shared information with
the researcher.
The review of data reflected there was minimal
growth evidenced in all

three categories (grades,

attitudes, and, attendance) during four quarters of the
1989-1990 school year.

However,

in addition to

enthusiasm on the part of the participating teachers
there was expressed Interest by other members of the
faculty and administration to include similar
strategies in other areas of the curriculum.
The following variables could have affected the

outcome of the study:
1.

The limited number of participating teachers

(three)
2.

The limited ability (homogeneous) grouping of
students

3.

The

limited time restricted,

development workshops

five staff

In assisting teachers to

become more versed In developmental

reading

Instruction strategies
4.

The

limited discussion of class work and/or

homework
5.

The

limited focus of attention on

individual

students
6.

The

limited amount of reading skills practice

7.

The

limited use of praise and support of

successful

endeavors

8.

The

limited use of corrective feedback

9.

The

limited classroom management

10.

the

limited degree of

11.

the

limited sharing of resources

The study planned to
high

faculty members'

teacher expectations

increase Junior and senior

repertoire of developmental

reading

instruction strategies to be used in the

content

area of

social

raising students'
school,

and,

studies with the objective of

grades,

elevating attitudes about

increasing attendance.

results reflecting faculty growth
observed,

however,

process over

in these areas were

a similar study utilizing the same

longer periods of

conclusive results.

Significant

time may yield more
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Conclusive results cannot be reported,
were affects on

researcher.
informal

teachers,

students,

Utilizing the data,

and,

but,

there

the

observations,

and,

conversations during faculty members

"prep-time,"

will

be shared.

Affects on Teachers

In April

and June,

Goals Checklists"

1990,

informal

"Reading

improvement by setting goals.

the researcher's observations and

conversation with

was a sharing of

and "post"

were given to the students to express

views regarding reading
Predicated upon

"pre"

the

Interests.

regarding members of

the

three teachers,

The

following

there

is presented

faculty replying to students'

concerns.
Thirty-three percent
Teacher

tenth

Chapter

I

(63%)

grade social

twenty-two percent

their

of

1's seventh grade social

sixty-three percent
2's

(33%)

of

reading class

of

studies level

the students

studies

(22%)

the students

level

Since we

function

related

they read.

in a print oriented society,

participating teachers agreed to provide time
students'

attention on

experiences.

and,

in Teacher 3's

"seldom"

interests and experiences to what

B class,

xeacher

C class,

the students

in April,

in

identifying

in

a:;
to focus

interests and

Most

students find some areats)

interesting,

but,

of social

those area(s) were not

studies

always known.

Teachers provided the students with a "Social
Checklist"

(see Appendix A) which yielded reading

improvement
testable,

Studies

that was observable, measurable,

once

the students social

studies

and,

interests

were obvious.
In conjunction with determining

Interests,

teachers motivated students to "imagine themselves"
the period of

social

studies being read.

in

Teachers

urged the connection by encouraging students to relate
what was read with something

in the student's

life.

The emphasis was placed on trying to obtain meaning and
making context

relevant.

of

1990,

the June 5,
and,

survey,

43%,

their

interests and experiences to what

the students
class,
grade

1,

percent

C social

(44%)

of

reading class,
what

they

(50%)

of

the students

they read.
(23%)

B social

the students
and,

related

of

studies

in tenth

forty-four

in eighth grade Chapter
they

"seldom"

pictureo

A technique employed by all

participating teachers
concerns was to

level

studies class,

commented that

read.

"sometimes"

twenty-three percent

in seventh grade

fifty percent
level

respectively)

1990,

in the outcome

the majority of students

(45%,

In April

44%,

As reflected

in response to the students'

instruct

in the creation of

"mind

i
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pictures"

to accompany

the printed text.

Opportunities

were afforded to allow the students to place
in

the settinQ about which

set

themselves

they were reading.

aside during class to stop silent

Time was

reading

assignments and think about what was being read.
the creation
be

of mind pictures,

interested

reduction of

in social

the students appeared to

studies content.

There was a

discipline problems as a result of

student

frustration and students had an

factual

re-call

exams.

The results of

the June,

the majority of

47%,

respectively)

28%,

less

increase

in

as demonstrated on teacher prepared

evidenced that
and,

With

5,

1990,

students,

survey
now,

"sometimes"

(52%,

pictured what

they read.
Members of

the

faculty shared the

Importance of

allowing students to:
1.

Reflect

and report

their social

studies

interests
2.

Determine

individual

3.

Set

in order

goals

learning style

to better prepare students to

obtain meaning from reading content

area

material
The

teachers also commented that

themselves

in

the role of

a navigator,

they perceived
steering

students on

the course of

content area reading.

Students no

longer were assigned a specific number

of
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pages to read

in preparation for a class discussion.

The navigator,

(teacher)

steered the students through

assigned reading several
background material
concepts,

and,

all

to explain

the reading skills needed for

The participating teachers were aware

students did not

however ,

to establish

and content objectives,

to employ

understanding.
that

times:

they now

determine whether

read at

looked at

the same

individual

they could read at

the assigned textbook was written.

ievel ,

students to

the

level

Members of

on which
the

participating faculty had to become familiar with
factors of

readability,

materials,

and,

readability.
content

reading difficulty of printed

how to use

the formulas for

A diagnosis of students'

area material

observe students'

the

ability to reaa

required classroom teachers to

reactions

in

learning situations

based on:
1.

Sharing evidenced through discussion periods

2.

Sharing evidenced through speaking skills

3.

Sharing evidenced through

4.

Sharing evidenced through writing skills

.

5

Sharing evidence
and,

through

self-concepts

listening skills

interests,

attitudes,

H7

^fleets on Studen t p.

Analyzing observations,
students-'

grades,

attendance,
shared the

reflections of

the students,

following results of

discussions,

attitudes,

teachers,

students commented they were
on

informal

and,

and,

researcher

the study.

Numerous

inclined to attend class

time because:
1.

They were meeting with academic success

2.

They enjoyed what

3.

They were remembering more of what was read

4.

They knew what
after

5.

they were reading

sections they needed to review

reading the assignment

They were receiving help with the printed
materials assigned
Students became more effective readers because

they easily

adjusted reading skills to meet

challenges of
component
various
used.
use

of

the social

studies curriculum.

levels of

teachers

efforts were concentrated upon

reading skills to

in how to
The

the use of

investigate content.

Using the diagnostic,
approach,
oach,

the

comprehension and how they should be

authors patterns of organization.

students'

A

those skills was an awareness of

The students were guided by

the

the

prescriptive,

students were aware of

evaluative

the areas

m which

U8

they demonstrated strength and those in which they were
weak.

Students were aware of progress which provided

th© motivation for further advancement.

Mlects on Regearnhp,As the result of a staff development study the
Influences on the researcher were:
1.

To read relevant

literature on developmental

reading instruction strategies used in the
content area of social studies
2.

To facilitate constructive interactions during
workshops

3.

To observe, conference, and appraise students
and faculty members
The researcher, students, and faculty members

cooperated:
1.

To utilize strategies increasing students
social

studies achievement, attitudes, and,

attendance
2.

To reduce students'

levels of frustration

3.

To reduce teachers'

stress

4.

To plan,
teacher

5.

evaluate,

and, reflect on different

learning situations

To Investigate content area teaching strategies
without fear of authoritative punitive actions

6.

To support each other

in meaningful

academic

activities
7.

To Incorporate results gleaned from surveys and
dal ly tasks into the teaching—learning process

8.

To review the

Instructional

objectives of the

Roosevelt Junior Senior High School
9.

To reflect on teachers'

level

of expectations

for students

Conclusions

A proverb fits the outgrowth of the staff
development program on developmental
instruction strategies:
they will
fish,

"If you give a person a fish,

have a single meal;

they will

eat all

reading

their

if you teach them how to
life."

Students,

provided with teacher assistance, and, who learn how to
cope with the language of social
persevere

In

studies, will

learning for a lifetime.

Students

accomplished In making sense of printed symbols, should
become adults who will

be

in control

of their lives.

The results of this action research project
implemented the following during the 1990-1991 school
year:
1.

A common planning period scheduled for Junior
High School

social

studies and Chapter I

reading faculty
2.

A common planning period scheduled for Senior
High School

social

studies faculty and Chapter I

reading faculty
3.

A scheduled bi-monthly English, social studies,
and, reading departmental

faculty meeting with

agendas focusing on concerns regarding the
teaching of reading In the content area
4.

A provision for classroom strategies to enable
students to identify the organizational
patterns of content area textbooks and the
incorporation of strategies to build on
students' prior knowledge allowing relationships
to be seen between content area concepts already
known and those being presented

5.

A Social
an

Studies Department's "Need" emphasizing

improvement

in the preparation of ninth and

tenth graders on the New York State mandated
Regents Examination or Regents Competency Test
in Global

Studies.

accomplished,

This improvement

is to be

in part, by a concentration of

developmental reading skills In the social
studies content area as reflected in the
Superintendent's Comprehensive Assessment Report
to the Roosevelt Board of Education and Public,
December,
6.

1990

A faculty meetings arrangement to empower
teachers In shared decision making regarding
the teaching-learning process

7.

A team presentation by members of the reading
and social

studies departments entitled "Offer

the Gift of Success,"
Nassau Reading Council

to be given at the
Spring conference

Many teachers, parents, and, administrators have
Joined in collaboration to address the urban education
crisis.

Unfortunately,

reform, homework,

the problem of education

testing, and, graduation

requirements, has been

irrelevant to many children,

largely Black and Hispanic (Shanker,

1988).

Support by district policy makers must be
increasingly apparent to gain an

increase

in staff

development programs, especially in urban schools
comprised of minority students.

Members of the faculty

must not be expected to only follow directives, provide
course objectives,
discipline.

and, be guardians against negative

Teachers and administrators must feel

a

genuine sense of empowerment originating from daily "in

152

the trenches expertise."
students will
1 Ives.

Once this comes to fruition

be educated to be in control of their own
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Epi1ooue

REFLECTION

Every person must have a concern
a responsibility
Each normal

for self,

to discover his mission

in

and feel
life.

person has been given a capacity to

achieve some end.
True,

some are endowed with more talent than others,

but none of us are
Potential
we have

powers of

the duty

left

talentless.

creativity are within us,

to work assiduously

and

to discover

these powers.
Martin Luther King

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
SOCIAL STUDIES CHECKLIST
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ROOSEVELT JR.
Roosevelt,

-SR. HIGH SCHOOL
New York 11575

SOCIAL STUDIES CHECKLIST

Date :

Course:

Everyone
studies,

you

interested in some area of social

but students do not always know their own

interests.
quickly

is

Getting

interested in social

improve your reading.

find your social

beside

the

studies

Here

studies can

is a survey

interests.

Put a "+"

items you enjoy reading about.

1.

discoveries

2.

land

3.

wars

4.

revolutions

5.

presidents

6.

voting

7.

people

8.

pioneers

9.

business

in other countries

10.

new

ideas

11.

democracy

12.

dictators

to help
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13.

senators

14.

overpopulation

15.

armies

16.

trains

17.

Bill

18.

co1 on 1es

19.

rivers

.
21 .

20

of Rights

maps
wor1d problems

22.

other countries

23.

famous people

24.

natural

25.

c ommu nism

26.

exp 1 oring

27

governments

28

Congress

29

buying and selling

30

solving problems

31

cowboys

32

our

33

f 1 ags

34

siavery

35

the Constitution

36

citzenship

resources

courts

making

laws

e1ect1ons
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39.

cities

40 .

inventions

41 .

kings and queens

42.

governors

43.

labor unions

44.

1ndustry

45.

rai1 roads

46.

pollution

47.

Indians

48.

taxes

49.

making money

50 .

banking

51 .

factories

52.

emp1oyment

53.

immigration

54.

United Nations

55.

machines

56.

poli11 cal

57.

your rights

58.

re 11gion

59.

safety

60 .

states

61 .

trade

62.

we 1 fare

63.

globes

64.

transportation

parties

1 59

65. Air Force
66.

heroes

67.

spies

68.

World War I

69.

Wor1d War 11

70.

the Navy
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Compilation of Students' Social Studies Interests In Seventh
Grade Level B Social Studies Class, Tenth Grade Level C
Social Studies Class, and Eighth Grade Chapter I Readinq
Class

7th
Grade B
Social
Studies

10th
Grade C
Soclal
Studies

8th
Grade
Chapter I
Reading

N = 26

N = 37

N = 18

INTERESTS

%YES

%N0

%YES

%N0

%YES

%N0

discoveries

80

20

75

25

65

35

1 and

15

85

22

78

17

83

wars

79

21

85

15

91

09

revolutions

64

36

77

23

82

18

presidents

68

32

70

30

80

20

voting

10

90

15

85

20

80

native populations

75

25

82

18

85

15

pioneers

82

18

86

14

80

20

business

32

68

09

91

27

73

new ideas

88

12

90

10

92

08

democracy

79

21

77

23

82

18

dictators

66

34

71

29

79

21

senators

27

73

33

67

25

75

overpopu1 ation

22

78

28

72

31

69

armies

69

31

79

21

80

20

trains

55

45

68

32

72

28

32

68

22

78

29

71

Bill

61

39

79

21

40

60

of Rights

col onies

16 1

rivers

27

73

26

74

14

86

maps

64

36

57

43

79

21

world problems

77

23

79

21

80

20

other countries

59

41

61

39

60

40

famous people

80

20

78

22

82

18

natural

41

59

30

70

14

86

communism

68

32

61

39

60

40

exp 1 or 1ng

69

31

78

22

84

16

governments

74

26

81

19

86

14

Congress

24

76

32

68

40

60

buying and selling

55

45

70

30

71

29

solving problems

86

14

82

18

90

10

cowboys

92

08

78

22

80

20

our courts

41

59

30

70

29

71

f 1 ags

64

36

57

43

79

21

slavery

72

28

80

20

82

18

the Constitution

32

68

43

57

29

71

citizenship

77

23

70

30

79

21

making laws

55

45

65

35

60

40

elections

80

20

78

22

82

18

cities

72

28

68

32

74

26

i nvent1ons

82

18

85

15

90

10

kings and queens

63

27

55

45

67

23

governors

45

55

56

44

60

40

industry

37

73

40

60

50

50

rai1 roads

72

28

70

30

60

40

resources

162

pol1ut1 on

64

26

66

24

72

28

Indians

73

27

68

32

79

21

taxes

80

20

84

26

86

24

making money

75

25

77

23

80

20

banking

90

10

87

23

92

08

factories

84

16

88

12

94

06

emp1oyment

72

28

68

32

76

24

immigration

82

18

86

14

88

12

United Nations

73

27

76

24

80

20

machines

67

23

69

31

71

29

76

24

78

22

82

18

your right

68

32

60

40

50

50

re 1igion

95

05

98

02

91

09

safety

86

14

90

10

86

14

states

85

15

88

12

90

10

trade

79

21

82

18

88

12

we 1 fare

70

30

75

25

77

23

globes

86

14

82

18

85

15

transportation

41

59

17

83

30

70

Air Force

77

23

70

30

79

21

heroes

68

32

61

39

60

40

sp i es

82

18

85

15

79

21

political

parties

World War

I

80

20

88

12

80

20

World War

II

41

59

30

70

50

50

48

52

40

60

65

35

70

30

65

35

66

34

the Navy
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READING GOALS CHECKLIST
Date: ____

Grade:

The following list of fifteen characteristics is your
list of reading goals.

See where you are, now, by

completing the checklist below.

Circle the number that

tells the most about you as a reader, now.

1-Always

1.

2-Usually

3-Sometimes

4-Seldom

Do you set purposes before

5-Never

12345

you read?

2.

Do you relate your

interests

12345

and experiences to what you
read?

3.

Do you try to picture what

12345

you read?

4.

Do you use different reading

1234

speeds to suit your reading
purposes?

5.

Do you remember what you read?

1234

6.

Do you read for understanding,
even

if

It sometimes means

rereading sentences or
paragraphs?

7.

Do you make a quick survey of
the material

before you begin

to read?

8.

Do you read the chapter
summary and questions from
the teacher and author before
you read the chapter?

9.

Do you know which areas of
social

10.

studies interest you?

Do you know the way you
learn best?

11.

Do you keep a record of new
words you

learn?

12.

Do you

like to read?

13.

Do you have a regular place

166

14.

Do you take time to answer

i

questions given to you after
you have read the chapter?

15.

Can you tel 1 which areas you

l

need to review after you
have read the chapter?

Add up the numbers you circled and put the total
here: _

How did you score?

15-20

Good reader

21-29

Not bad

30-up

Could do better

40-75

Help!
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FINDING YOUR LEARNING STYLE

Each person has a certain style of clothing that
they

1 ike best.

style of

In the same way, each person has a

learning that works best for them.

Once a

learning style has been found, studying can be done
a way that will

permit

learning more in

in

less time.

Learning Style Checkl ist.
You have been given a twelve-digit number and
twenty-four hours in which to learn
$10,000 prize
the way you

if

it

it.

There is a

is learned correctly.

learn best,

Think about

then answer the following

questions about how you would study the number.

NO
Which method(s) would you use?

writing the number over and over
saying it over and over
making up a tune and singing the number
trying to relate the number to some
objects or events
grouping the numbers
closing your eyes and picturing the number

YES

169

tracing over the number
having someone read it to you over and over

Choose the time of day you would study.

morning
afternoon
evening

Suppose you could schedule your study time
you wished.

in any way

Which would you rather do?

study continuously until

you thought you

had learned the number
study for a short time,

_
then take a

break and study for another short time

_

How long would you study at one stretch?

30 minutes

—

1 hour

—

2 hours

—

How much noise would you have while studying?

none

—

soft sounds

—

loud sounds

1 70

How many people would you study with?
yourse1f
a smal1

group

one other person
a large group

In what places do you

learn best?

1ibrary
at home
sitting in a soft chair

_

at a desk

_

well-lit places

_

school

_

If you could choose the conditions that make learning
easiest for you, what would you choose?

someone to check on you regulary and
remind you to work
no deadline,

—

as much time as you want

to learn
having someone to tell
doing as you go along

—
you how you are
—

Compilation of Students' Learning Styles In Seventh
Grade Level B Social Studies Class, Tenth Grade
Level C Social Studies Class, and Eighth Grade
Chapter I Reading Class
7th
Grade B
Social
Studies

10th
Grade C
Socia 1
Studies

8th
Grade
Chapter I
Reading

N = 26

N - 37

N = 18

LEARNING STYLES

%N0

%N0

%N0

writing the number
over and over

78

22

79

21

80

20

saying it over and
over

82

18

80

20

76

24

making up a tune and
singing the number

83

27

79

21

81

19

trying to relate the
number to some
objects or events

53

47

50

50

55

45

grouping the numbers

77

23

68

32

70

30

closing your eyes and
picturing the number

49

51

47

53

40

60

tracing over the
number

64

26

60

40

65

35

having someone read It
61
to you over and over

39

63

27

64

26

morn 1ng

25

75

30

70

28

72

afternoon

60

40

72

28

79

21

evening

82

18

84

16

87

23

study continuously
until you thought you
had learned the number 45

55

50

50

52

48

%YES

%YES

%YES

172

study for a short time,
then take a break and
study for another short
t ime
55

45

50

50

48

52

30 minutes

60

40

62

38

65

35

1 hour

68

32

70

30

69

31

2 hours

57

43

62

38

64

36

none

30

70

26

74

29

71

soft sounds

45

55

37

63

42

58

loud sounds

21

59

16

84

3

87

yourse1f

82

8

86

4

85

15

80

20

84

26

87

3

one other person

78

22

81

19

80

20

a large group

66

34

60

40

62

38

1lbrary

82

8

85

15

87

13

at home

72

28

78

22

76

24

sitting In a soft
cha l r

71

29

73

27

70

30

at a desk

87

2

89

1

85

15

we 11-1 It places

89

1

91

9

93

7

school

93

7

86

14

90

10

someone to check on
you regularly and
remind you to work

83

17

79

21

85

15

no deadline, as much
time as you want to
1 earn

72

28

68

32

66

34

having someone to
tell you how you are
doing as you go along

87

13

89

11

a smal1

group

91

9
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CONTENT AREA TEACHERS'
PERCEPTION OF QUALIFICATION
IN READING INSTRUCTION
Date:

Are you qualified:

YES

1.

To assist

students

In

_

setting a definite
purpose for reading
assigned materials?

2.

To construct study guides
that

_

cause students to

engage

in

the appropriate

reading-thinking process
for a given selection?

3.

To create situations

In

which students apply

the

reading skills taught
other classes?

In

—

NO

175

4.

To structure lessons
that help students see an
author's purpose and evaluate
the effectiveness of the
writing toward reaching
that purpose?

5.

To create reading assignments
that assist students in
identifying significant
and then

ideas

in determining the

relationships between them?

6.

To design reading tasks that
require students to skim and
scan materials for specific
information?

7.

To create exercises that
assist students in analyzing
the

influence of context on

the

literal

and emotional

meanings of words?

8.

To design questions that
require students to determine
the meanings of new words
through contextual

clues?

9.

To vary reading
assignments according
to the reading ability
of the student?

10. To create situations
that require students
to make

Inferences and

generalizations from
their reading and to
discuss their reasons?

11. To design

lessons that

require students to
use

information gained

in reading to solve
a problem?

12. To plan

instruction using

materials and texts of varying
reading difficulty to meet
Individual

differences in

reading abi1ity?

13. To design activities
that motivate
students to read
assigned materials?

177

14. To provide Instruction

in

reading graphic and pictorial
aids such as charts, maps,
tables, cartoons, and diagrams?

15. To organize and conduct small

_

group activities for students
to discuss reading assignments
so they might check their
understanding among themselves?

16. To formulate questions

_

_

that help students
relate, compare,
analyze,

and evaluate

material

as they read

an assignment?

17. To structure assignments

_

_

that require students to
follow a sequence of
events or directions?

18. To organize your class
into small

task groups

based on your knowledge
of students/
abl1ity?

reading

-

-

178

19. To develop a conceptual
background for material

to

be read by preceding reading
assignments with concrete
experiences and discussions?

20. To help students Identify and
locate reading material
appropriate

of

interest

and difficulty?

21. To motivate students to read
a wide variety of subject-related
materials?

22. To design situations that
encourage students to
periodically reflect on the
information already gained in
a selection and to predict what
the author might say next?

23. To select or design reading
activities that provide
concrete

information on each

students's reading strengths and
weaknesses in the content areas.

24. To develop activities
that require students
to read from different
sources on a particular
subject and then compare
and contrast

information

they have gathered?

25. To create tasks that
cause students to attend
to the organization of
reading materials?

26. To structure questions
to reveal

the degree

and level

of students'

comprehension of
reading asslgnents?

27. To incorporate instruction
on how to read regular
classroom materials into
your assignments?

Compilation of Content Area
Teachers' Perceptions of
Qualifications in Reading In
3truction, in Seventh
Grade Level B Social Studies
Class, and Tenth Grade
Level C Social Studies

QUALIFICATIONS

Grade B
Social
Studies

Grade C
Social
Studies

N = 1

N = 1

VfES %N0

%YES %N0

To assist students in setting a
definite purpose for reading
assigned materials?

0

100

100

0

To construct study guides that
cause students to engage in
the appropriate read!ng-thinking
process for a given selection?

0

100

100

0

To create situations in which
students apply the reading
skills taught in other classes?

0

100

100

0

To structure lessons that help
students see an author's
purpose and evaluate the
effectiveness of the writing
toward reaching that purpose?

0

100

100

0

To create reading assignments
that assist students in
identifying significant ideas
and then in determining the
relationships between them?

100

0

100

0

To design reading tasks that
require students to skim and
scan materials for specific
information?

100

0

100

0

To create exercises that
assist students in analyzing
the influence of context on
the literal and emotional
meanings of words?

0

100

100

0

181

To design questions that
require students to determine
the meanings of new words
through contextual clues?

100

0

100

0

To vary reading assignments
according to the reading
ability of the student?

100

0

100

0

To create situations that
require students to make
inferences and generalizations
from their reading and to
discuss their reasons?

100

0

100

0

To design lessons that require
students to use Information
gained in reading to solve a
problem?

100

0

100

0

To plan Instruction using
materials and texts of varying
reading difficulty to meet
individual differences in
reading abl1ity?

100

0

100

0

To design activities that
motivate students to read
assigned materials?

0

100

0

100

To provide instruction in
reading graphic and pictorial
aids such as charts, maps,
tables, cartoons and diagrams?

0

100

100

0

To organize and conduct small
group activities for students
to discuss reading assignments
so they might check their under¬
standing among themselves?

0

100

To structure assignments that
require students to follow a
sequence of events or directions?

100

To organize your class into
small task groups based o your
knowledge of students' reading
ability?

10C

0

100

100

0

100

0

182

To develop a conceptual back¬
ground for material to be read
by preceding reading assignments
with concrete experiences and
discussions?

0

100

0

100

0

100

0

100

To motivate students to read
a wide variety of subjectrelated materials?

0

100

0

100

To design situations that
encourage students to
periodically reflect on the
information already gained in
a selection and to predict what
the author might say next?

0

100

0

100

To select or design reading
activities that provide concrete
information on each student's
reading strengths and weaknesses
in the content areas?

100

0

100

0

To develop activities that
require students to read from
different sources on a
particular subject and then
compare and contrast information
they have gathered?

0

100

100

0

To create tasks that cause
students to attend to the
organization of reading
materials?

100

0

100

0

To structure questions to
reveal the degree and level
of students' comprehension
of reading assignments?

100

0

100

0

To help students identify and
locate reading material of
appropriate interest and
difficulty?

183

To Incorporate Instruction on
how to read regular classroom
materials Into your assignment?
To formulate questions that
help students relate, compare,
analyze, and evaluate material
as they read an assignment?

0

100

0

100

100

0

100

0
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PREFERRED ROLES
OF A
READING CONSULTANT

YES

Should a reading consultant:

Help measure the ability of each of your
students to read the material

you assign?

Administer diagnostic reading tests to
students identified as having problems
in reading?

Help plan
student

instruction that teaches

to infer

ideas that are not

directly stated in the material

read?

Compile and interpret profiles of
standardized reading test scores for
your cl ass?

NO

Aid in constructing questions that
will

lead students to comprehend,

analyze,

and evaluate materials

you assign?

Teach,

in various subject area classes,

sequences of appropriate reading
lessons that are based on the materials
assigned in those classes?

Discuss with you ways to use oral
in your class so that the best

reading

interests

of both good and poor readers are served?

Conduct

inservice sessions that will

give all
of

teachers a better understanding

the reading process and how to teach

reading?

Sit

in on classes and help determine the

effectiveness of your teaching of
reading in your subject area?

Teach,

in various subject area classes,

sequences of appropriate reading lessons
through use of commercial
workbooks and kits?

reading

Discuss with you the reasons why certain
students appear to remain poor readers in
spite of extra help they have received?

Offer classes in efficient reading for
teachers so they might

Improve their

reading speed?

Teach word analysis and basic
comprehension skills to classes of
level

low

readers?

Provide teachers with workbooks, kits,
and other

instructional material

students can work through
to improve their general

that

independently
vocabulary

and comprehension?

Offer suggestions for

individualizing

your reading assignments according to
students'

abilities and interests?

Conduct short

lecture-discussion

sessions at staff meetings on the topic
of

"helping students who have reading

prob1ems?"

Aid in setting up classroom situations
in which students can work together
pairs or

in small

in

groups on reading

skills used to read materials you assign?

Help find readings better suited than the
textbook to certain students' abilities?

Provide classes in reading for teachers,
so they might

improve their own critical

reading skills?

Team with a committee of teachers,
department heads, and the principal
setting the goals of the school

in

reading

program?

Teach reading classes for college
preparatory student and students with
good basic skill

development?

Set up and operate a study skills center
where students can get

individual help

with their reading assignments?

Assist

in selecting and sequencing class

activities related to reading that will
aid the students in developing the
concepts of the course?

Present

to regular classes techniques

students can use to improve the reading
skills needed in those classes?

Help plan

instructional

practices that

lead students to recognize the
organization of

logical

the reading material

you assign?

Set priorities of

the reading program

in your school without assistance from
teachers and administrators?

Assist

in creating learning situations

in which students can apply the reading
skills taught

in the

language arts

c1 asses?

Provide two or three hours of

instruction

in reading per week to various
individuals or small

groups who have been

Identified as seriously disabled readers?

Team with you
help you

in your unit planning to

incorporate reading instruction

into your content teaching?

Help you organize a program of voluntary
reading that

is related to the objectives

of your course?

Work with the

librarian

in ordering a

wide range of materials for recreational
reading?

Aid you

in helping students see the

relationship between their

listening

and their reading?

Help you to teach your students how to
read for specific purposes?

Plan and supervise an attractive area
loaded with paperback books where
students can come and read for pleasure?

Give you suggestions for helping
students master the vocabulary they
encounter

in the reading you assign?

Help you

locate or construct phonograph

records,

audiotapes, pictures,

that will

give poor readers the

filmstrips
information

they need without requiring them to read?

Help you construct exercises that teach
students to vary reading rates according
to the material

you assign and their

purposes for reading it?

Work with you

in developing ways to help

students utilize their background
experiences to understand what they read?

Assist

in setting up writing assignments,

such as summarizing,

that will

cause

students to attend to the organization of
the material

read in order to boost

comprehension and retention?

Identify and list the reading skills that
students will
successful

need if

they are to be

in the various subject area

c1 asses?

Work with students in classroom settings
to develop their abilities to function
effectively

Provide

in small

instruction

for good students?

groups?

in speed reading
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Compilation of Teachers' Preferred Roles of a Readlna
Consultant in Seventh Grade Level B Social Studies 9
Class, Tenth Grade Level C Social Studies Class
and Eighth Grade Chapter I Reading Class
7th
Grade B
Socia 1
Studles

10th
Grade C
Soc1 a 1
Studies

8th
Grade
Chapter
Reading

N = 1

N = 1

N = 1

%YES %N0

%YES %N0

%YES %N0

Help measure the
ability of each of
your students to
read the material
you assign?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Administer diagnostic
reading tests to
students identified
as having problems
in reading?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Help plan instruc¬
tion that teaches
students to infer
ideas that are not
directly stated in
the material read?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Compile and inter¬
pret prof lies of
standardized reading
test scores for your
class?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Aid in constructing
questions that will
lead students to
comprehend, analyze,
and evaluate mater¬
ials you assign?

100

0

100

0

100

0

ROLES
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Teach, in various
subject area classes,
sequences of appro¬
priate reading
lessons that are
based on the mater¬
ials assigned in
those classes?

100

0

100

o

100

0

100

0

ioo

o

Discuss with you
ways to use oral
reading in your
class so that the
best interests of
both good and poor
readers are served?

loo

Conduct inservlce
sessions that wi11
give al1 teachers a
better understanding
of the reading pro¬
cess and how to
teach reading?

ioo

0

100

0

100

0

Sit in on classes
and help determine
the effectiveness
of your teaching of
reading in your
subject area?

100

o

100

0

100

0

Teach, in various
subject area classes,
sequences of appro¬
priate reading
lessons through use
of commercial reading
workbooks and kits?
100

0

100

0

100

0

Discuss with you the
reasons why certain
students appear to
remain poor readers
in spite of extra
help they have
received?

0

100

0

100

0

I

100
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Offer classes in
efficient reading
for teachers so
they might improve
their reading speed?

o

100

Teach word analysig
and basic comprehen¬
sion skills to classes
of low level readers? 100

o

Provide teachers with
workbooks, kits, and
other instructional
material that students
can work through inde¬
pendently to improve
their general vocab¬
ulary and comprehenslon?
100
Other suggestions
for individualizing
your reading assign¬
ments according to
students'" abilities
and interests?

100

0

ioo

100

0

100

0

0

100

0

100

0

100

0

100

0

100

0

Conduct short lec¬
ture-discussion
sessions at staff
meetings on the topic
of "helping students
who have reading
problems?"
100

0

100

0

100

0

Aid in setting up
classroom situa¬
tions in which
students can work
together in pairs
or in small groups
on reading skills
used to read mater¬
ials you assign?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Help find readings
better suited than
the textbook to
certain students'
abilities?

100

0

100

0

100

0

195

Provide classes In
reading for teachers,
so they might improve
their own critical
reading ski11s?
ioo

0

100

0

100

0

Team with a committee
of teachers, depart¬
ment heads, and the
principal in setting
the goals of the
school reading pro¬
gram?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Teach reading classes
for college prepara¬
tory student and
students with good
basic skill develop¬
ment?
100

0

100

0

100

0

Set up and operate
a study skills cen¬
ter where students
can get individual
help with their
reading assignments?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Assist in selecting
and sequencing class
activities related
to reading that wi11
aid the students in
developing the con¬
cepts of the course?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Present to regular
classes techniques
students can use to
improve the reading
skills needed ln
those classes?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Help plan instruc¬
tional practices
that lead students
to recognize the
logical organiza¬
tion of the read¬
ing material you
assign?

100

0

100

0

100

0
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Set priorities of
the reading program
in your school with¬
out assistance from
teachers and administrators?

0

0

100

0

\ 00

100

o

100

Provide two or three
hours of instruction
in reading per week
to various individuals
or small groups who
have been identified
as seriously disabled
readers?
j 00

100

0

100

0

Assist in creating
learning situations
in which students
can apply the read¬
ing skills taught
in the language
arts classes?

ioo

Team with you in your
unit pianning to
help you incorporate
reading instruction
into your content
teaching?
\ 00

0

100

0

100

0

Help you organize a
program of volun¬
tary reading that
is related to the
objectives of
your course?

l 00

0

100

0

100

0

Work with the
1ibrarian in
ordering a wide
range of materials
for recreational
reading?

l 00

0

100

0

100

0

Aid you in helping
students see the
re 1 ationship
between their
1istening and
their reading?

1 00

0

100

0

100

0
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Help you to teach
your students how
to read for
specific purposes?

100

0

100

0

100

Plan and supervise
an attractive area
loaded with paper¬
back books where
students can come
and read for
pleasure?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Give you sug¬
gestions for help¬
ing students master
the vocabulary they
encounter in the
reading you assign?

100

0

100

0

100

0

Help you locate or
construct phono¬
graph records, audiotapes, pictures,
filmstrips that wi11
give poor readers
the information
they need without
requiring them to
read?
100

0

100

0

100

0
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ROOSEVELT JR
SR. HIGH SCHOOL
Roosevelt, New York 11575
CONSENT FORM

Dear Col league:
I

am a doctoral

student at the University ot

to help create a staf? Hof
1 comments are needed
addresses developmental read?^"' T°9ram uhich
in the content a£T
soculltiSTes^ ‘“8tr*t*“»8

IV

Participation in this project will
1
survey

2)
3)
4)

involve:

S'rl- a "Content Area Teacher s Perception
of Qualifications in Reading InstrucMon"
(Flanagan, 1975,, and/or; a lurvey to
determine the preferred roles of a Chapter I
e^din9 Teacher (Bullock and Hesse. 1981).
Active involvement in workshops,
Sharing ideas and concerns,
Completing evaluation forms.

Individual evaluation and survey forms will be reviewed
and results will be shared with participants,
The
summarized survey data will be included in my
dissertation.
Statements made by workshop participants
may be quoted in the dissertation.
Written permission
to quote an individual workshop participant will be
obtained, if necessary.
You will remain anonymous in
my dissertation.
Active involvement in this project is voluntary and you
may withdraw at any time.
Participation in this
process will not effect your status either positively
or negatively.
Any questions regarding staff
development will be encouraged.
Thanking you

in advance for your assistance.

Sincere 1y,

Maureen Ann F.

Fallon

Please sign below if you intend to be a voluntary
participant in this staff development project.

Signature

Date
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INFORMAL ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS
The Cloze Procedure
As teachers move toward more individualized
instruction, people acquainted with specific need in
"problem"

areas,

such as reading, will

increasingly greater assistance

in fulfilling the

variety of needs in the classroom.
realizes

(1)

When a teacher

one of his pupils

difficulty with the content

be of

(3)

(2)
because of a

lack _14)_ reading skills, one of
options available
specialist.

(8)

specialist.

11.

consult
these

1.

that
7.

(10)

(9)
the teacher

perceptions with the

in turn, view the situation firsthand

to make an

Answers:
6.

(11)
They

initial

what might be needed

individualized reading

then shares

in order

C&)_ with a reading

( 7)_ making an

assessment
terms of

is to

(5)_

individual

2.

After

has
8.

assessment.

3. material
of

9.

in

10.

4. of

5.

the

instruction
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A student who fills in between 44 to 57 percent of
the blanks with the exact wora of the text scores at
the

instructional

scores at
percent

level .

A student below

the frustration

percent

level, and one above 57

is said to be at the

Instructional

44

independent

level

level means that with normal

classroom instruction (for example, prereading
activities,

vocabulary

handle the material.
student

instruction),

the stuaent can

Frustration level means that the

is probably unable to handle the material

without a great deal
from a tutor.

of assistance from the teacher or

Independent

level means that the student

can probably handle the material with ease and perhaps
more challenging material

should be assigned.
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GRADING SYSTEM

95-100

A+

90-94

A

85-89

B+

80-84

B

75-79

C

70-74

D

Below 70

F

.LNawssassu dOHsxdow
I XIGNSddV
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Roosevelt JR. - SR. High School
Roosevelt, New York 11575
WORKSHOP ASSESSMENT
Date_
Researcher/Coordinator — M. Fallon

Rate the following features of the session, on a scale
of one to four, using the following criteria:
always,

2)

1)

frequently, 3) sometimes, 4) never.

Circle

your choice.

Researcher/Coordinator's familiarity

1234

with content.

Researcher/Coordinator's responsiveness

1234

to concerns of participants.

Relevance of researcher/coordinator's

12

3

4

response to inquiries.

Researcher/Coordinator's use of

1234

pertinent examples.

Participation was on-going during

1234

the workshop.
Researcher/Coordinator's presentation
of material.

123'

207

Relevance of

techniques ana data

1

2

3

*1

disseminated for use after the workshop.

Relevance of staff development agenda

1234

to participants needs.

Fluidity of organization.

1234
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